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INTRODUCTION 
Juvenile delinquent behavior has long been con-
sidered a serious social problem and worthy of substantial 
efforts to reduce its occurrence. However, after decades of 
research and programs conducted by public and private 
institutions, delinquent behavior is as prevalent as ever 
and there is still a considerable variety of opinions about 
who is a juvenile, what is delinquent behavior, and what can 
and should be done about this problem. 
Juvenile delinquency broadly refers to the actions 
of youth that are disapproved by conventional adults. It is 
an imprecise term; the designated set of unacceptable 
behaviors and the age range of those considered youths 
varies over the time, place, and person using the term. 
However defined, youthful behavior that is unacceptable to 
adults has been common throughout recorded history. After 
reviewing reports of delinquent behavior from a broad range 
of historical periods, Lamar Emprey (1978) concluded that 
youthful misbehavior has not increased over the centuries. 
Recent studies based on self report surveys indicate that as 
much as eighty to ninety percent or more of American youth 
1 
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have engaged in misbehavior of "sufficient seriousness that 
it could, if detected, result in delinquency or felony 
charges" (Shireman & Lawrence, 1980, p. 2}. 
According to Emprey, while youthful behavior has not 
changed, what has changed is the way adults view and react 
to children and their behavior. overall, it appears that 
the number of types of behavior considered unacceptable has 
increased, the degree of unacceptability of various be-
haviors has increased, and adult concern about youth and 
their behavior has increased (Emprey, 1978}. As awareness 
and concern about young persons and their behavior grew, 
youth more and more became the object of intense thought and 
study. 
The result is a diversity of academic, professional, 
and popular views about the definition and causes of 
youthful misbehavior and what to do about it. A given 
misbehavior, such as some act of vandalism, may be viewed as 
delinquency by a police officer, acting out by a psycho-
logist, a sin by a religious leader, or mischief by a person 
who views a certain amount of youthful misbehavior as a 
normal part of growing up. The differing viewpoints lead to 
differing responses--involvement with the juvenile justice 
system, psychological therapy, repentance, or a mild 
reprimand. 
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Throughout history, societal responses to mis-
behavior have taken several forms. Sanctions and_punishment 
have always been popular means of dealing with behavior 
considered unacceptable by conventional society. Attempts 
at rehabilitation and reform began to emerge in the 1800's 
and are still widely used. More recently, preventing 
delinquent behavior from occurring in the first place has 
become an increasingly popular approach. During the 1970's 
the preventive approach became official policy of the 
federal government when it was written into federal law: 
the 1972 Juvenile Delinquent Prevention Act, the 1974 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, and the 
1977 Juvenile Justice Amendments established the prevention 
of juvenile delinquency as a national priority (Hawkins, 
Pastor, Bell, & Morrison, 1980, p. ii). 
The main contemporary meaning of delinquency 
prevention is the removal of the causes of delinquent 
behavior. The current prevention concept also includes 
increasing restraints against delinquent behavior while 
enhancing the factors that contribute to conventional social 
behavior and removing the factors that detract from conven-
tional behavior. As pointed out earlier, however, a 
thorough awareness and understanding of the factors that 
affect delinquent behavior and the most effective means of 
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preventing it are lacking. This has been attributed to the 
relative newness of the study of prevention and the failure 
of many practioners to create prevention programs designed 
to remove or change specific causes of delinquency and to 
rigorously evaluate the effects (Hawkins et al., 1980; 
Hawkins & Weis, 1980; Johnson, Bird, & Little, 1980). 
The 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Act provided that the Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention assume leadership in planning and 
programming to reduce delinquent behavior specifically 
through prevention. Toward this end a report was prepared 
by Johnson, Bird, and Little (1980) to help interested 
parties plan effective delinquency prevention strategies. 
The report, Delinquency Prevention: Theories and 
Strategies, includes a critical review of the diverse 
academic, professional, and popular views of what causes 
delinquent behavior and how to prevent it. The authors 
concluded that research supports some explanations and 
prevention strategies more than others, and some not at 
all. The more supportable explanations point to a variety 
of factors and settings as potential contributors to 
delinquent behavior. While concluding on the one hand that 
this diversity of contributors indicates that there are 
several paths to engaging in delinquent behavior, 
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Johnson et al. contend on the other hand that the support-
able explanations and defensible prevention options have 
enough in common to form the basis of a coherent framework: 
In brief, the emerging picture is that distinct and 
identifiable practices in main socializing institu-
tions of family, schools, peers, and work regulate 
the opportunity to establish a stake in conventional 
lines of action, to form attachments with conventional 
persons, and to learn a belief in the moral validity of 
present arrangements in our society. (1980, p. 2-75) 
This view places the majority of factors that most 
contribute to youths engaging in delinquent behavior in 
social settings, not in individuals. This view does not 
necessarily exclude potential contributing factors that 
reside in the larger social setting (e.g., national economic 
policies or conditions, national or world social climate, 
etc.) nor other traditional sources. The emphasis here, 
however, is on factors that have substantial influence and 
that are accessible and ~enable to change by local program 
planners. 
Some of these situational factors affect all youth, 
and others affect categories of youth by operating discrimi-
nately on the basis of personal and background characteris-
tics, such as personality, gender, and social economic 
status. These latter factors limit opportunities, the 
acquisition of skills to use opportunities, and the rewards 
that successes bring. The result is youths who see no 
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future in conventional persons, institutions and values, nor 
believe in their validity. Such youths are free to consider 
and act on unacceptable means to achieve legitimate and 
illegitimate goals, and are thus susceptible to peer 
influence toward these unacceptable alternatives. 
This model specifically rules out the point of view 
that there is a type of young person who engages in delin-
quent behavior and a type of young person who does not. In 
other words, youth who engage in delinquent behavior 
(however defined) are not distinguishable on the basis of 
personal traits or background characteristics from youth who 
do not do so. Instead, according to this __ model, it would be 
said that youth in a particular school or community engage 
in more delinquent behavior than youth in another school or 
community. 
This does not necessarily mean that the level of 
engaging in delinquent behavior is the same across subgroups 
within a particular setting. As stated earlier, background 
or personal characteristics can mediate the main effect of 
local social practices such that delinquent behavior varies 
across subgroups within a setting. At the same time, a 
difference in social practices between two settings would be 
expected to result in a difference in delinquent behavior 
among all subgroups. To support this point of view, Johnson 
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et al. (1980) cite studies that compare delinquent·behavior 
between social settings that use both individual and 
aggregate measures of delinquent behavior and social 
economic status (pp. 26-28). In other words, while personal 
variables are ruled out as a direct cause of misbehavior, 
personal variables interact with situational variables to 
increase or decrease the opportunity for social bonds to 
form, which in turn affect involvement in delinquent 
behavior. 
The work of Hawkins and Weis is considered by 
Johnson et al. as representative of contemporary thought and 
research that integrates.the most supportable contending 
arguments, reconciling them with one another and with 
research findings. The Hawkins and Weis (1980) social 
development model is primarily an integration of control 
theory (Hirschi, 1969) and social learning theory (Burgess & 
Akers, 1966). In terms of social development, delinquent 
behavior results from an inadequate process of social 
development, and different casual elements are more salient 
than others at different stages of the development process. 
Control theory posits that conformity to conventional social 
norms of behavior occurs when individuals are bonded to 
those norms (a) by means of the control processes of 
commitment, attachment, involvement, and belief in the 
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validity of social rules and (b) through their affiliation 
with social institutions such as home, school, church, and 
work places. While control theory specifies the "elements" 
(i.e.; control processes) and "units" (i.e., social institu-
tions) of the bonding process, social learning theory 
specifies its nature, namely that behavior is learned and 
maintained by reinforcement contingencies. In addition, the 
integration of control theory with learning theory permits 
the inclusion of peers as an important unit of socialization 
in the social development model (Hawkins & Weis, 1980, 
pp. 11-12). 
The peer factor plays a complex role in the social 
development model. It is a delayed role, however, compared 
to family and school factors. In other words, family and 
school factors have the opp~rtunity to encourage social 
bonding before nonsibling peers begin playing a role. Peers 
soon become as influential and contribute to the balance of 
social forces, as mediated by personal characteristics, that 
determine the net outcome in terms of behavior. It is a 
hypothesis of this study that, regardless of the net sources 
of social influence, the degree of social bonding (as 
measured by the degree of a person's attachment, involve-
ment, and commitment to conventional values and. insti tu-
tions) is inversely related to delinquent behavior. 
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School Focused Delinquency Prevention Program 
The social development view was used to guide 
research into the causes and prevention of delinquent 
behavior in Evanston, Illinois. The goal was to create a 
crime prevention curriculum for elementary schools in that 
community that was based on data collected locally on the 
nature and extent of delinquent behavior. It was not 
possible to directly investigate the presence and effects of 
specific school practices that may affect the opportunity to 
form social bonds to conventional institutions. Instead, 
the research method was limited to using a questionnaire to 
measure conventional attachment, involvement, and commitment 
variables, as well as misbehavior. In other words, the 
questionnaire was designed to measure the effects of 
practices of social institutions and other social influences 
(e.g., peers) on the social bonding variables of individ-
uals, in addition to measuring delinquent behavior. It was 
hoped that establishing the relationships among these 
variables would indicate their usefulness as prime targets 
of a school crime prevention program. 
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Operational Definition of Juvenile Delinquent Behavior 
As described at the beginning of this report, there 
is considerable variation in the definitions of juvenile 
delinquent behavior presented by law makers, social scien-
t~sts, and others. One of the most common general defini-
tions of delinquency is behavior that is not law abiding, 
including acts prohibited by delinquency laws called status 
offenses Delinquency laws define acts that, if committed by 
an adult, are not in violation of criminal laws, but, when 
committed by a minor (as locally defined), can result in 
legal intervention by the juvenile justice system. These 
acts, known as status offenses, include behaviors such as 
violating curfew, truancy, running away from home, and so 
on. 
While legalistic definitions of delinquent behavior 
vary across legal jurisdictions, they generally include acts 
that are of greatest general concern. The set of measures 
used in this study is largely composed of behaviors pro-
hibited by law in Evanston, including status offenses such 
as truancy. (See Appendix A for complete list of delin-
quency measures.) 
Additional misconduct was also measured that would 
be less likely to result in intervention by public agencies, 
yet is generally considered troublesome behavior. These 
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include disobedience at home and school, causing a class 
disturbance, cheating on a test, or showing disrespect. 
Including these items in the questionnaire increased the 
ability of the study to examine the causal variables against 
a broader spectrum of misconduct. 
Limitations on Research Design. 
The field setting imposed several restrictions on 
the research design. First, restricting the method of data 
collection to the use of a questionnaire limited the 
availability of information to self report data. Thus, 
other potential sources of new or corroborating data, such 
as police records, school performance records (academic and 
behavioral), parent and teacher surveys, and so on, were not 
available (see discussion below). 
In addition, the number of items included in the 
questionnaire was limited due to both the sensitivity of the 
research setting and the practical need to design a survey 
with a reasonable length, considering student attention span 
and patience. This resulted in omitting potentially useful 
measures of behaviors and attitudes such as those regarding 
drug use, sexual conduct, sensitive home issues, and so on. 
The size of the student sample was also restricted 
by the field setting. The plan was to administer the 
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questionnaire to a sample of students in each of the four 
middle schools in the school district. As it turned out, 
the sample consisted of fifth, sixth, and seventh grade 
students in one middle school. 
Self Report Data 
As described above, the circumstances of the 
research environment limited the study to the use of a self 
report method of data collection. Hindelang, Hirschi, and 
Weis (l98l) attempted to sort out the official data versus 
self report data debate and identify the strengths and 
limitations of self report procedures. In short, the 
argument began when some researchers became dissatisfied 
with the traditional method of data collection for delin-
quency research, namely the records produced and maintained 
by the criminal justice system. Self report methods 
developed as an attempt to solve the problems associated 
with official data, especially the misrepresentativeness of 
the data in terms of the type and quantity of adolescent 
crime and who commits it. While self report methods allow 
more representative sampling, critics of self report data 
have no confidence that those who engage in misbehavior, 
especially serious law violations, report their actions 
accurately. Both sides provide evidence for the reliability 
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and validity of their method while criticizing the other on 
the same grounds (pp. 13-25). 
The authors conclude that in general self report 
methods work--that is, people will report crime and their 
reports are internally consistent--but not necessarily with 
equal reliable and valid results in all demographic groups 
and under all research conditions. 
In general terms of reliability and validity, the 
authors conclude that when standard research methods are 
adhered to, researchers are able to measure delinquent 
behavior with self report instruments about as well as other 
variables of interest. 
[Given that the variable indicators and gammas discus-
sed by the authors' are acceptable], the self-report 
method appears to behave reasonably well when judged by 
standard criteria available to social scientists. By 
these criteria, the difficulties in self-report 
instruments currently in use would appear to be 
surmountable; the method of self-reports does not 
appear from these studies to be fundamentally flawed. 
Reliability measures are impressive and the majority of 
studies produce validity coefficients in the mod~rate 
to strong range. (Hindelang et al., 1981, p. ll4) 
In addition, the authors' data indicate that methods of 
collecting self report data, questionnaire versus interview 
and anonymous versus not anonymous conditions, are generally 
equally valid. 
These conclusions seem to be most true within the 
population these methods are often used, namely white 
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students who are not seriously delinquent. It seems to be 
less true among other subgroups. The subgroups where the 
least reliable and valid results are found are those with 
high rates of. official delinquency, especially the black, 
male, official delinquency group, and those who score low on 
an everyday knowledge instrument (p. 206). It is theview of 
Hindelang et al. (1981) that the data indicate a "strong 
tendency of black male official delinquents to under report 
substantially the offenses found in the official record" 
(p. 180). 
Regarding sex differences, there does not seem to be 
a difference in the degree of accuracy of reporting. 
Hindelang et al. (1981) warn, however, that sex differences 
in terms of type and extent of behavior can be missed unless 
the data are carefully categorized by type. In other words, 
males and females seem to have different patterns of 
involvement in delinquent behavior (pp. 148-154). 
The analyses of social status correlations with 
delinquent behavior were based on white males. Hindelang et 
al. (1981) did not find a consistent pattern of differential 
reporting by members of different social classes. The 
authors did find differences in ecological measures that 
suggest, in concurrence with the findings by Johnson et 
al. (1979) discussed earlier, that the difference is 
associated with the areas in which lower class adolescents 
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are more likely to reside (Hindelang et al., 1981, 
pp. 193-197). 
The work of Hindelang et al. (1981) generally 
provides a sense of confidence to the use of self report 
methods for the etiological study of delinquent behavior to 
the degree there is confidence in survey research in 
general. The question is not so much can it be done, but 
how. While Hindelang et al. did not answer all the ques-
tions, their review of the problem underscored the impor-
tance of representative sampling and background variable 
measures. Personal and background characteristics are 
important to delinquency research as mediating factors 
affecting not only delinquent behavior (social development 
theory) but also self reporting behavior. The implication 
is that not only must research include good measures of 
background variables, but also samples must be large 
and representative enough to carefully stratify them. 
Expected Results 
Based on police records, community perceptions, and 
delinquency studies, it was expected that most students 
would report engaging in some form of delinquent behavior 
within the last six months, but that the frequency of 
participation and the seriousness of the acts would vary as 
a function of the degree of social bonding. In other words, 
it was expected that the results of this survey would 
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reflect the social development model's theoretical relation-
ship among delinquent behaviors and measures of attachment 
to, commitment to, and belief in the conventional social 
order. Specifically it was expected that the greater the 
level of involvement, attachment, and commitment youths have 
regarding parents and school, the greater would be their 
acceptance of conventional values and beliefs, and the less 
would be their involvement in delinquent behavior. Figure 1 
displays the expected relationships among the study vari-
ables. 
Peer influence, while recognized as an important 
component of social development, was not included in Figure 
1 and not measured in this study. The focus of the study, 
at the time of its planning, was on (a) measuring individual 
levels of social bonding variables (i.e., attachment, 
involvement, commitment, and conventional personal attri-
butes), which are influenced by the social environment 
(including peers), and (b) comparing them to measures of 
delinquent behavior. In other words, the independent 
variables of interest were the effects of the social 
environment (including peers) on individuals (i.e., the 
degree of social bonding), not measures of the social 
environment itself. 
However, since the presence and level of intensity 
of causal factors was expected to vary across social 
environments, the exact nature and extent of both delinquent 
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behavior and its contributors was not predictable. In other 
words, while the social development model asserts that the 
presence of delinquent behavior predicts the presence of 
contributing factors, it does not predict precisely which 
contributing variables are currently present and to what 
extent they are in force. Conversely, while the model 
asserts that the presence of contributing factors leads to 
the occurrence of delinquent behavior, it does not predict 
the type or frequency of delinquency that will result. 
For example, for youths in a particular setting, 
attachment and commitment to family may be strong, while 
attachment and commitment to school may be weak. In another 
setting, the reverse may be true. In both cases, however, 
it would be expected that engagement in delinquent behavior 
would be less across all youth groups than in an environment 
where attachment to school and family were both very low. 
If school and family attachment were both very high, it 
would be expected that delinquent behavior would be lowest 
of all in that setting. 
This study does not compare social settings, but 
rather examines the relationship between social bonding and 
delinquency within individuals who share the same school 
district. Nevertheless, the same relationship between 
variables applies and was expected to be seen in the survey 
results. 
Ideally, to be fully tested, this model needs to be 
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examined across a variety of schools, communities, and 
eventually across time. As a single project, this would be 
a massive undertaking. However, a series of smaller 
projects, such as this one~ could also lead to a fair test 
of the model and serve the local needs of the communities 
being researched as well. In other words, a study of this 
size is valuable for identifying particular variables 
associated with delinquent behavior within a community so 
that a delinquency prevention program can be developed that 
is designed specifically for the school or community in 
which it is implemented. That was a goal of this study. 
Scope of Report 
This report will describe the development, admin-
istration, and analysis of the student questionnaire and 
discuss the implications of the results for designing the 
school focused delinquency prevention curriculum in Evans-
ton. Analysis and discussion will focus on assessing the 
type and extent of delinquent behavior in this setting, as 




Sets of questions were included in the survey 
instrument for each variable in the study as listed in 
Figure 1 (except leadership and friends' activity level, 
which were represented by one item each). These were later 
used to derive multiple item measures for analysis. 
Demographic and background variables were also 
included in the study even though they were not viewed as 
direct casual variables in the social development model. 
Since background variables are viewed as mediators of the 
effects of casual variables, they can be considered 
indicators of how the practices of social institutions 
affect one group of students versus another. Thus measures 
of age, sex, race, number of siblings, what parents or 
guardians the student lives with, the number of years living 
at the present address, employment status of the parent or 
guardian, and the job status of the parent or guardian were 
included. Employment status refers to whether a person 
works fulltime, part time, or not at all, while job status 
refers to the relative social standing of a person's job. 
In view of Hindelang's et al. (1980) study of self report 
data, which was not available at the time of the planning 
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and administration of this questionnaire~ these variables 
take on added importance. 
The survey instrument also contained questions to 
measure the students' knowledge of crime prevention prac-
tices. These were included because a second purpose of this 
research project~ which is not discussed further in this 
report, was to develop a victim prevention curriculum for 
elementary schools (i.e., how to avoid becoming a victim of 
crime). See Appendix A for more information about this 
aspect of the study. 
Most of the sets of questions for each measure were 
created for the survey instrument out of specific local 
research needs, while others were modifications of existing 
scales. Measures that were found in the delinquency or 
psychological literature were generally not appropriate in 
their original form. For the most part~ these scales were 
designed for an older population or were too long for the 
space limitation of this questionnaire. The measures that 
were most influenced by previous research were parent and 
child relationships~ personal values~ hostility and aggres-
sion, and delinquent behavior; the sources of these influ-
ences are reported here. 
Parent and child relationship. Stover, Guerneyl and 
O'Connell (1971) provided some guidance in the development 
of the parent and child relationship items, especially in 
the areas of acceptance, interest, and praise. The scales 
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developed in their study were to be used by raters observing 
adults play activity with a child. Thus, no specific items 
were available for use in the present study. However, 
several relevant areas of adult behavior with children were 
suggested by their research. Additional questions in this 
area were adapted from a report from The Institute for 
J'uvenile Research, "Youth and Society in Illinois Project" 
(1968). 
Two additional studies provided conceptual guidance 
to the construction of measures of parent and child rela-
tions: Brunkan and Crites (1964} discussed and reviewed the 
literature on measures of parental acceptance, concentra-
tion, and avoidance; Robertson and Dotson (1969) discussed 
perceived parental expressivity. While these studies 
provided useful conceptual guidance, few items were taken 
verbatim from their scales. 
Personal values. The work of Scott (1965) was very 
useful for the concepts of kindness, honesty, and indepen-
dence, as well as valuing academic achievement. However, 
his questions, which were developed for college students, 
had to be revised for use with fifth to seventh graders. 
Hostility and aggression. The items used to measure 
hostility and aggression were largely drawn from the work of 
Green and Stacey (1967). Their scale had to be modified for 
the present study due to its length and because the wording 
of the original items was designed for British adults. 
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Delinquent behavior. A substantial portion of the 
delinquent behavior items were taken, with slight modifi-
cation, from material developed under the National Institute 
for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (National 
Evaluation Design for the Deinstitutionalization of Status 
Offender Program, n.d., pp. 84-89). 
The research instruments used in the large delin-
quency study by Hirschi (1969) influenced the scale con-
struction of the present study in several areas: parent and 
child relations, peers, and school related variables. 
The final version of the survey instrument contained 
197 multiple choice questions: 129 social and psychological 
items, 20 delinquency items, 16 personal and background 
items·, and 32 items related to preventing crime at home, on 
the street, and in school. The questionnaire was divided 
into five sections, ranging from 32 to 50 questions per 
section. The questions and response format varied depending 
on the type of information asked. Each student received 
five computer readable cards, one for each section, which 
were labeled ~ through ~· Sections A through D focused on 
social and psychological contributors to delinquency. 
Section E comprised all of the delinquent behaviors and 
background items. The complete questionnaire as presented 
to the students is provided in Appendix A. 
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Questionnaire Administration 
The elementary school district and the police 
department were interested in jointly preparing and 
presenting a crime prevention curriculum for all students in 
the district. Separate materials were planned for each 
grade level, but the set of primary and intermediary level 
materials (kindergarten through fifth grade} was considered 
a different program than the middle school materials (grades 
six through eight}. Thus the middle school students in the 
school district were chosen as the target population of this 
study. The research plan was to give the questionnaire to a 
sample of students in each grade level in each of the four 
schools that enrolled middle school students. 
Instead, due to school district time (and other) 
constraints, the school district staff administered the 
~ 
questionnaire in only one school, although the students 
attending this school lived in all parts of the city. 
Another unexpected occurrence was that the questionnaire was 
given to fifth, sixth, and seventh grade students, but no 
eighth grade students This occurred because this school 
mixed grade levels in its classes. However, since the crime 
prevention curriculum would also be administered in this 
school to mixed grade classes that include fifth grade 
students, their responses were used in analyses. 
The survey instrument was administered in class by 
the students' regular teachers, and introduced as a 
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questionnaire for the city of Evanston. The following 
statement, which appeared on the first page of the survey, 
was used to describe its purpose: 
This survey is part of a study to learn more about young 
people in Evanston. In order to plan useful programs, 
we need to know a great deal about your opinions, 
feelings, experiences, and problems. 
Your name should not be on this survey. No one will 
know how you mark your answers. Please answer the 
questions honestly. We need to know your opinions. 
Scale Construction 
Factor analysis, as well as correlation and reli-
ability testing procedures, were used to derive a scale for 
each of the multiple item measures of social, psychological, 
or behavioral variables. The initial factor matrix was 
extracted by the principal axis factoring method with 
iterative estimations of commonalities, allowing a maximum 
of twenty five iterations. The initial estimates of 
commonality used to substitute for the unities in the main 
diagonal of the correlation matrix were the squared multiple 
correlations (R2 ) between each variable and the remaining 
variables. Subsequent commonality estimates were based on 
the commonalities (q2 ) of the previous stage. The Kaiser 
criterion was used to decide the number of factors to be 
extracted for the initial factor matrix (i.e., eigenvalue 
> 1.0). Missing data were processed by pairwise deletion of 
cases. 
Each a priori scale was factored separately, 
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except for the set of parent and child measures which were 
factored together. See the factor matrices in Appendix B. 
Having fixed the number of factors and commonalities of each 
variable in the initial factoring step, the varimax method 
of orthogonal factor rotation was used to find simpler, more 
interpretable factors. Generally, items were chosen for 
inclusion in the final scale (pending reliability testing) 
from those in the first factor, and whose factor loading and 
commonality values were equal to 0.3 or greater. In the few 
cases where factor analysis did not produce a factor with a 
set of items having acceptable loadings and commonalities, 
correlation matrices were examined to find at least a pair 
or triplet of items with significant intercorrelations. 
The resulting sets of items were then subjected to a 
test of reliability to arrive at the final scales. The 
reliability test used to evaluate these multiple item 
subsets was Cronbach's alpha, the maximum likelihood 
estimate of the reliability coefficient. A reliability 
coefficient of zero indicates that the variation in the 
observed scores is due entirely to errors of measurement, 
and a reliability coefficient of one indicates there is no 
error measurement (Specht & Bubolz, 1979, p. 75). In this 
context, an alpha of 0.7 or greater was considered good, 
while an alpha of 0.5 or less was considered marginal to 
unsatisfactory. Items that contributed very little to the 
alpha were dropped, and scales that contained too many items 
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were shortened by dropping items that contributed least to 
the reliability coefficient. Due to practical limitations 
on the total length of subsequent surveys and the desire to 
include as many relevant variables as possible, the optimal 
length of any one scale was limited to a range of three to 
five items. 
Although all efforts were made to arrive at multiple 
item scales in order to capture a broad operational defini4 
··; tion of each construct, five measures did not produce 
satisfactory multiple item scales by the above criteria. In 
those cases, in order to retain for study some measure of 
the variables of interest, a single item was chosen on 
theoretical or conceptual grounds to best represent the 
construct. 
School attachment and commitment. Four measures of 
school attachment and commitment were developed and used in 
analyses. These measures and their reliability coefficients 
are listed in Table l, and the factor matrices on which they 
are based are presented in Table B-l in Appendix B. 
The attachment to school scale was based on two items 
with an alpha level of 0.641: "In general, do you like or 
dislike school?" (B9) and "Do you enjoy going to your 
school?" (Bl3). Item BlO, which asked the student whether 
school rules are fair or not, emerged in the same factor as 
B9 and.Bl3, but was dropped because it contributed very 
little to the reliability coefficient. The attachment to 
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Table 1 
School AttacJ:ment and Camri:tloont Meastn"es 
Survey· 
I tan 
No. Scale Questionsa 
Attachment to School 
B9 In general , do you like or dislike school? 
(Three point , like dislike scale) 
Bl3 Do you enjoy going to your school? 
(Four point scale fran always to never 
Attac1:ment to Teacher 
C9 Do you like your teachers? 
(Four point scale fran always to . never) 
Value of School AchievaiEnt 
(Five point scale fran like this person a lot 
to dislike this person. a lot 
A3 Saooon~ wlx> doesn 1 t care about grades 
A4 Saneone who IIRkes fun of stud~nts who study hard 
A6 Sansone who thinks school is a joke 
School Achd.evarent Motive 
(Fbur point scale fran very iuportant to not 
at all inportant 
Bl4 Is getting good grades iuportant to you? 
Bl5 Do you think grades are important for getting the 
kind of job you want when you finish school 
Bl7 Do you think school is :inportant for achieving 







~Appendix A for original question and response fonnat. bAlpha is 
equivalent to Guttnml 1 s split half coeeficient ( lanilda 4) for two i tan 
scales. 
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~achers measure did not produce a satisfactory multiple 
item scale, so item C9 "Do you like your teachers?-" was 
chosen to represent this variable. 
Three items emerged in the first factor of the value 
of school achievement scale, which attained a Cronbach alpha 
level of 0.784. This scale indirectly measured the value 
the student places on grades by asking how much the student 
likes or dislikes someone who does not care about grades 
(A3), someone who makes fun of students who study hard (A4), 
and someone who thinks school is a joke (A6). 
The factor matrix for the school achievement motive 
scale suggested three items, which attained a reliability 
coefficient of 0.789. This scale was designed to indicate 
the level of commitment the student had toward school by 
measur!'ng how much the student perceived that his or her 
future is dependent upon achievements in school. Thus, the 
school achievement motive scale inquired about the general 
importance of grades to the student (Bl4), the importance of 
grades for getting the type of job desired by the student 
(Bl5), and the importance of school for achieving the 
student's goals in life (Bl7). 
Involvement in conventional activities. The six 
items for the nonacademic activity level scale were con-
sidered conceptually as an additive set and, therefore, not 
reduced. The alpha level for this scale was 0.473 (see 
Table 2). The measure of friends' activity level remained 
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in the analysis in its original single item form: "Are your 
friends active in activities after school?" (B27). 
Parent and Cbild Relationship and Involvement. The 
four parent and child relationship measures (rapport, 
acceptance, interest, and activity) were combined under one 
factor matrix (see Table B-2 in Appendix B). The resulting 
measures, as used in analyses, are listed in Table 3 with 
their reliability coefficients. 
The parent and child rapport scale emerged intact in 
the first factor with the exception of item Cl3 ("When your 
parents are upset, do they tell you why?"). In addition, 
item Cl4 ("Do your parents really understand you?") loaded 
significantly on this factor. Since the concept of parental 
understanding fits with the general concept of rapport, and 
since parental acceptance, the scale to which Cl4 originally 
belonged, did not emerge as an independent factor, this 
question was included in the rapport scale (replacing Cl3). 
These four rapport items (ClO, Cll, Cl2, Cl4) combined with 
a Cronbach alpha of 0.738. Thus, the rapport construct 
consisted of being able to talk freely with, getting along 
with, being cheered up by, and being understood by one's 
parents. 
The second factor supported the parent and child 
activity level scale in terms of commonality values (q2 
and factor loadings. The weakest item, C27, had an accept-
able h2 (0.345) and a marginal loading (0.289). Two other 
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Table 2 
Involvement in Conventional Activities Measures 
survey 
I tan 
No. Scale Questionsa 
Nonacadanjc Activity level 
(Two point scale , either participating or 
not participating in the activity) 
B36 Sports team 
B37 School group or club 
B38 Groups or clubs outside of school 
B39 Church or tenple groups 
B40 Volunteer work 
B41 Park District program 
Friends' Activity level 
B27 Are your friends active in activities after 
school? 





~ee Appendix A for original question and response fonnat. b Alpha is 
equivalent to the Kuder Richardson 20 reliability coefficient for 
dichotaoous response fonnats. 
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Table 3 
Parent and Child Relationship M~es 
Stn"VeY 
I tan 




Parent-Child Rapport .738 
ClO Can you talk freely with your parents about 
things that trouble you? 
C11 Do you get along with your parents? 
C12 Do your parents try to cheer you up when you 
are unhappy? 
C14 Do your parents really tmderstand you? 
Parent-Child Interest and Praise .668 
C15 Do your parents praise you for things you do? 
C20 When you have problans with hanevturk, do your 
parents help you? 
C22 If you brought in a good report card , would your 
parents praise you? · 
C25 Do your parents sean interested in the things 
you do? 
Parental Monitoring 
C17 Ik> your parents check to see whether you have done 
what they tell you to do 
C21 Do your parents ask about how you are doing 
in school? 
Parent-Child Activities .737 
C26 Ik> you rm.ke household repairs with your parents? 
C?:l Ik> you go to sports events with your parents 
C28 Do you watch television with your parents? 
C29 Do you play games with your parents in the house? 
C30 Do you go shopping with your parents? 
C31 Do you prepare meals with your parents? 
C32 Do you visit friends with your parents? 
~All itans ~re answered with a four point scale, a.h!ap to never. 
Alpha is equivalent to GuttJmn's split half coefficient (lanbda 4) for 
two itan scale. 
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items, C23 and C25, also met the selection criteria in this 
factor. In that they refer to parents having time to play 
(C23) and being interested in what the child does (C25), 
they seemed somewhat related to parents and children doing 
things together. However, it was decided on conceptual 
grounds not toinclude them in the scale and retain the 
original parent and child activity level scale as a quanti-
tative measure of the number and type of activities that the 
survey respondents engaged in with their parents. 
The third factor combined one item (Cl5) from the 
parental acceptance scale with three items (C20, C22, and 
C25) from the parental interest scale, which attained a 
reliability coefficient of 0.668. In addition, the item 
from the acceptan~e scale referring to parental praise (Cl5) 
conceptually blended with the parental interest items 
regarding parents helping with homework (C20), praising a 
good report card (C22), and showing interest (C25). To 
reflect the two "praise" items, this scale was retitled 
parental interest and praise. 
The fourth factor combined two other items from the 
original interest scale, Cl7 ("Do your parents check to see 
whether you have done what they tell you to do"?) and C2l 
("Do your parents ask about how you are doing in school?"). 
These items seemed to express a particular kind of parental 
interest, namely, a checking or monitoring of how well a 
child is doing. Since these two items correlated moderately 
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(~ = .35, 2 < .OOl} and showed a marginally acceptable alpha 
(0.504), they were used to define a new variable and scale 
called parental monitoring. 
Conventional beliefs. Factor and reliability 
analyses did not produce multiple item scales for the 
measures of belief in rules and justice. In order to retain 
a measure of these constructs for analysis, single represen-
tative items were chosen for each scale. Belief in rules 
was defined by the following item to which the student 
indicated a level of agreement or disagreement: "People 
could get along with each other just fine without any rules 
or laws" (027). Using the same format, the following 
statement was used to represent belief in justice: "People 
are usually punished when they do somethign wrong" (021}. 
See Table 4. 
Conventional values. Three measures of conventional 
values (honesty, kindness, and respect for property) were 
developed and used in analyses. These measures and their 
reliability coefficients are listed in Table 5, and the fac-
tor matrices on which they are based are presented in Table 
B-3 in Appendix B. 
The three va~ue scales were designed as indirect 
measures, asking the student to indicate a liking or 
disliking of a person who either displays a particular value 
or does not. Two items suggested by the first factor for 






No. Scale Questionsa 
Belief in Rules 
D27 People could get along with each other just 
fine without any rules or laws. 
(Five point scale fran strongly agree· to 
strongly disagree ) 
Belief in Justice 
D21 People are usually punished when they do 
sanething wrong. 
(Fi. ve point scale fran strongly agree to 













A7 Saooone who always tells the truth, even 
if it hurts saneone else. 





Scmeone who rm.kes f1.m of other people. 
Scm3one who thinks of himself first. 
Saneone who doesn • t feel sorry for people who 
get themselves in trouble. 
A28 Scm3one who hurts peoples' feelings. 
Respect for Property 






A32 Scm3one who is careless and damages things that 
cb not belong to him. 
A33 Saneone who enjoys destroying things just 
because you are not supposed to do it. 
aAll itans were answered with a five point ~le fran dislike this 
person a lot to like this person a lot. Alpha is equivalent to 
Guttman • s &l)lit half coefficient (lanixia 4) for two itan scales. 
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reliability coefficient (0.430) and a moderate correlation 
(~ = +.28, 2 < .001). The honesty construct, then, was 
represented by the following items: "Someone who always 
tells the truth, even if it hurts someone else" (A7), and 
"Someone who never cheats, even for a friend" (A9). 
The factor matrix for the kindness scale produced two 
factors, the first factor reflecting the positive image 
items and the second containing thenegative image items. 
The second factor attained a substantial Cronbach alpha 
level (0.691) and was retained for use in further analysis. 
The kindness construct, then, was represented by the 
student's attitude toward someone who makes fun of other 
people (A25), thinks of himself first (A26), doesn't feel 
sorry for people who get themselves in trouble (A27), or 
hurts peoples' feelings ( A2.8) . 
Six of the eight items that composed the initial 
resRect for RrORerty scale fell into the first factor of its 
factor matrix. These were reduced to three items by 
successively deleting those items that contributed least to 
the reliability coefficient, resulting in a final alpha 
level of 0.789 for items A29, A32, and A33, which present 
the following images: "Someone who borrows things without 
permission" (A29), "Someone who is careless and damages 
things that don't belong to him" (A32), and "Someone who 
enjoys destroying things just because you are not supposed 
to do it" (A33). 
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Positive personal traits. Two sets of items were 
included in the questionnaire to measure the degree to which 
a student was independent from peer influence (items Al2-l9) 
or susceptible to peer influence (items 822-25, 828, 829). 
The measure of susceptibility to peer influence did not 
yield a multiple item scale after factor and reliability 
analyses, and the construct was dropped from further 
analysis. Four other measures of positive traits were 
developed and used in analyses. These measures and their 
reliability coefficients are listed in Table 6, and the 
factor matrices on which they are based are presented in 
Table B-4 in Appendix B. 
Three items (Al3, Al7, and Al9) were chosen for the 
independence scale from the first factor of the rotated 
factor matrix of this scale. These items, to which the 
students responded on a like or dislike scale, are the 
following: "Someone who does things to get approval from 
others" (Al3), "Someone who keeps his opinions to himself to 
avoid any problems with friends" (Al7), and "Someone who is 
careful not to say things against what his friends believe" 
(Al9). While the commonality for item Al7 was marginal, 
their moderate intercorrelations were significant (~ < .001) 
and the reliability coefficient for these items was mar-
ginally acceptable at 0.520. 
One item (B26) represented a measure of leadership in 
the questionnaire and the analysis: "Do you consider 
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Table 6 








(Five point scale fran like this person a lot 
to dislike this person a lot.) 
A13 &m:!one who does things to get approval fran others 
A17 Samone who keeps his opinions to himself to avoid 
any problans with his friends 
A19 &m:!one who is careful not to say things against what 
his friends believe 
Peer Group Leadership 
B26 Do you consider yourself the leader of your group 
of friends? 
School Achievem:mt . Responsibility 
('1\\u point scale) 
B3 If you did better than usual in a subject at school, 
it happened because (a) saneone helped you or (b) 
you tried harder 
Low aggression 
{'1\\u point scale) 
A41 (a) SclJEtill&; I feel like picking a fight with sc:m30ne 
(b) I never feel like picking a fight with anyone 
Low Hostility 
A40 (a) Most people are mean; (b) IOOst people are kind 
A44 (a) Most people are stupid; (b) Most people are bright 
A48 (a) Most people are selfish; (b) Most people are 
unselfish 
.52D 
~Appendix A for original question and response format. bAlpba is 
equivalent to the Kuder Richardson 20 reliability coefficient for 
dichotaoous response fo:nmts. 
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yourself the leader of your group of friends?" 
The school achievement responsibility scale, a · 
measure of the self perception of the ability to succeed 
academically, did not produce a satisfactory multiple item 
scale. For the purposes of analysis, the measure was 
operationally defined by the single item "If you did better 
than usual in a subject at school, it happened because (a) 
someone helped you or (b) because you tried harder" (B3). 
All of the aggression and hostility items were 
combined into one factor matrix with poor results. The 
fourteen items broke into five factors with generally low 
factor loadings and commonalities. However, the third 
factor contained three items (A40, A44, and A48) that seemed 
to capture a hostile, negative perception of people as mean, 
stupid and selfish versus the positive view that people are 
kind, bright, and unselfish. This scale, with an alpha 
level of 0.552, was chosen as a measure of hostility. A 
single item (A41) was chosen to represent a tendency toward 
or away from physical aggression: (a) "Sometimes I feel 
like picking a fight with someone," versus (b) "I never feel 
like p,tcking a fight with anyone." For the purposes of 
analysis and interpretation, these variables were viewed 
from their more positive side, which put them in the same 
perspective as the other personal traits of independence, 
leadership, and responsibility for school achievement. 
Thus, the following discussions will refer to 
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low aggression, a tendency toward nonviolence, and low 
hostility, or a generally positive outlook toward other 
people. 
Delinquent behaviors. The operational definition of 
each of the offense types corresponds to legal distinctions 
and groupings. Therefore the full range of behaviors for 
each category was retained as a scale in the analysis. The 
alpha coefficients all attained acceptable levels, ranging 
from 0.675 to 0.898 (see Table 7). 
Summary. The scale construction procedure produced 
four delinquency measures (status offenses, offenses against 
persons, offenses against property, and a combined offenses 
measure) and twenty measures of social and psychological 
measures. Of these 1attermeasures, eighteen were derived as 
planned from their respective sets of questions in the 
survey instrument, while two others were dropped and two 
were added. Among parent and child measures, the acceptance 
measure was dropped, but replaced by a measure of a similar 
concept, parental monitoring. Under personal traits, 
susceptibility to peer influence was dropped, although a 
similar measure, independence of peers was retained. 
Another trait measure was added when the single low 
aggression and hostility measure was split into two separate 
measures, low aggression and low hostility. Thus, all of 
the variables presented in the theoretical model (Figure l) 
were represented by some measure for analyses. 
Table 7 





























Robbery with Threat 






In the last six m:>nths 
have you ••• 
-refused to obey teachers 
or school officials? 
-refused to obey yOtn" parents 
or guardian about sanething 
they considered inportant? 
-stayed away fran school for 
the entire day without 
permission? 
-caused a disturbance in 
YOtn" classroan? 
-cheated an a test? 
-been disrespectful to 
saneone? 
In the last six m:>nths 
have you ••• 
-threatened another persOn? 
-beaten up another person? 
-been part of a group that 
threatened another person? 
-been part of a group that 
beat up another person? 
-used threat of force to take 
saiEthing fran another 
person? 
-used force to take saiEthing 




Table 7 (Continued) 






























In the last six IOODths 
have you ••• 
-dmmged any private property 
(like throwing rocks at cars, 
spraying paint on walls of 
businesses or haoos , or 
breaking windows on purpose)? 
-dmm.ged any public property 
(like thra.ving rocks at buses , 
spraying paint on walls of 
schools or park buildings , or 
breaking windo.vs on purpose)? 
-bought or received anything 
that you know was stolen by 
sc:11e011e else? 
-taken anything fran a store 
or business without paying? 
-taken anything (not fran a 
store or business) without 
pennission? 
-tried to break into a house 
or building? 
-broken into a house or build-
ing and taken something? 
.847 
.898 
aAll items were answered with a five point scale: 
two times , three times , fom- or 100re times • 
none , one time , 
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In some cases, the variables were represented by 
single items of unknown reliability or by multiple item 
scales of low reliability. However, in view of the 
pragmatic nature of field research, these measures were 
deemed adequate for assessing the relationships among the 
variables. In other words, there was no opportunity to 
redesign measures and recollect data. 
The following list of social and psychological 
variables were included in the analyses as described in the 
results section. 
School attachment and commitment 
Attachment to school 
Attachment to teachers 
Value of school achievement 
School achievement motivation 
Involvement in conventional activities 
Nonacademic activity level 
Friends' activity level 
Parent and child relationship 
Rapport 
Monitoring 
Interest and praise 
Shared activity 
Conventional beliefs 
Belief in rules 












Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 
As described earlier, the target population was all 
middle school students in the school district, who were 
dispersed in four schools and three grade levels. The 
questionnaire was administered to 162 students in grades 
five, six, and seven, all in one school. The data for 20 
students (12.3%) were not used in the analysis because of 
demonstrated patterns of inappropriate, out of range, or 
absent responses. Of the remaining students in the study, 
about half of the sample (48.9%) were in sixth grade, most 
of whom were eleven and twelve years old. The remainder of 
the sample was split almost evenly between fifth (28.4%) and 
seventh (22.7%) grade students, with ten and eleven year 
olds in the fifth grade, and twelve and thirteen year olds 
in the seventh grade (see Table 8). The actual proportion 
of students in these grades is more evenly dispersed. 
The male to female ratio was nearly balanced, with 
the females representing only 8% more of the sample than 
males. More than three quarters of the sample was white. 
Blacks made up more than half of the minority group (60%), 




Relative F r~u:mcy DistribU:.Wn (Percents): 
pair ~hie' . Olaracte:d. sti cs by Graie 
naoographic Olaracteristi cs Percent. 
Graie 
ACJ=! 5th 6th 7th 'lbta1 
9 1.4 1.4 2.8 
10 9.2 5.7 14.9 
11 13.5 14.2 1. 4 29.1 
12 4. 3 28.4 6. 4 39.0 
13 or rmre 0. 7 13.5 14.2 
'lbta1 28.4 48. 9 22.7 100.0 
N = 141 
Sex 
Fenale "17. 5 26.3 10.2 54.0 
Male 10.9 21.9 13.1 46.0 
'lbta1 28.5 48.2 23.4 100.0 
N = 137 
Race 
Mi.rorlties a 4. 3 10.7 6. 4 21.4 
White 24.3 37. 9 16.4 78.6 
'lbta1 28.6 48.6 22.9 100.0 
N = 140 
Sex Race 
Mi.rori.ties White 'lbta1 
Fenale 14.0 39.7 53.7 
Male 7. 4 39.0 46.3 
'lbta1 21.3 78.7 100.0 
N= 136 
Note. : · N Varies d lE to ni.ssing data on varl.ou; canis. ~oent.a~ fbr 
individual mrori.ty groq;>a are cs :fb1Jows: blacl<s = 12. 9%, Latiros = 
4. 3!ti, Orieri:als = 2. 1%, a:rer = 2.1%. 
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portion of the sample was evenly split between males and 
females, while there were twice as many minority females as 
minority males. 
The familial characteristics of the sample largely 
reflected a fairly stable, nuclear family home environment; 
see Table 9. Just over 70% of the students reported living 
with both their natural parents, while an additional 9% 
reported living with one natural parent and one step 
parent. Only 12% reported living with a single parent or 
had some other living arrangement. Nearly 70% reported 
having either one or two siblings, and ll% reported no 
brothers or sisters. 
Most of the sample reported that their fathers worked 
full time (78.2%) as did nearly half of their mothers 
(46.2%), while most of the remaining mothers were described 
as working part time. An additional indication of familial 
stability was suggested by the number of years the students 
reported having lived at their present address. Just over 
half of the students have not moved in five years or more, 
and more than seventy percent have been at the same address 
for at least three years. 
Demographic Characteristics and Delinquent Behavior 
The pattern of mean scores of the delinquency items 
Table 9 
Relct:ive Fre;IlEllcy Di.stribli:.ion: 
F ani ly Olaracteri.sti cs 
Fanily Olaracteristics 
Parert:s or GualdiarB 
~dth wiD 1r1 stulert: lives) 
M:>tl'er· ·ani F at:.l'er 
M:>tl'er ani Stepfatl'er 
F at:.l'er aiil StepiiDtl'er 
M:>tl'er or F ct::ter only 
Cl:l'er 





Four or mre 
EnpJoynert: Status of Parents 
Full tire 
Part tire 





Nmber of Years at:. Pl:esenl: A1.dress 
One year or less 
One to 'lW:> 
Three to Four 






























N>te. N = 15 6. ~oentag:s do mt total 100% dm to ni.ssing data. 
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across grade and age levels is generally consistent with 
other studies that show that juvenile behavior increases 
with grade and age (Shireman & Lawrence, 1980, p. 27-8}. In 
this sample, however, the statistical test (analysis of 
variance) found that few of these observed increases were 
statistically significant. 
The delinquency items were answered on a five point 
scale: (l) none, (2) one time, (3) two times, (4) three 
times, and (5) four or more times. The overall mean 
(average response across all delinquency items) difference 
between males (1.61) and females (1.44) approached signi-
ficance, ~ (l, 135) = 3.301, 2 < .07; however, the actual 
size of the difference (ll.8%) was not considered substan-
tial. In other words, both males and females reported 
involvement in ·misbehavior at about the same level, which 
fell between no reported incidents and one reported incident 
of misbehavior during six months. 
A more substantial difference was found between 
whites and minorities. The overall item mean for minorities 
(1.87) was higher (30%) than for whites (1.45) and the 
difference was statistically significant [ (1, 138), 
2 < 001. However, this difference must be judged with 
caution since the sample was not representative of the 
actual racial proportions in the school district (see 
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Discussion section). 
Nature and Extent of Delinquent Behavior 
The response frequency distributions of the delin-
quency items indicate that few youths never misbehave, but 
much of the misbehavior reported was of the less serious 
offenses. While status offenses were reported most fre-
quently, criminal offenses against persons and property 
were also reported at substantial levels. 
Extent of delinquent behavior. The prevalence of 
delinquent behavior can be judged in part by how many 
types of misbehaviors the students reported engaging in 
during the six months prior to the survey (see Table 10). 
Only 8.5% of the sample responded with a "no" to all 
nineteen delinquent behavior items on the survey. In other 
words, less than one tenth of the youths deny all misbe-
havior, and the remainder admit to engaging in at least one 
type of misbehavior during the last six months. Almost 
three fourths of the respondents {72.5%) reported engaging 
in at least three types of misbehaviors, and about half 
(49.2%) admit to at least five. However, only one fifth of 
the students {20.3%) reported engaging in ten or more types 
of delinquent behaviors in the six months prior to the 
survey. In short, a substantial number of the sample admit 
Table 10 
Relative Freg,uency Distribution (Percents): 
Nunber of Types of Delinquent Behavior Reported 
Typee; qf-Delinqlient Behavior 
Nunber of Types of Aganist Aganist CCJJi>ined 
Delinquent Behaviors Status Persons Property Frequency cumulative 





















One or roore 
(Sun of 1 through max) 










26.1 9.9 91.6 
5.6 9.2 81.7 
3.5 13.4 72.5 
3.5 9.9 59.1 
4.9 9.9 49.2 
3.5 9.2 39.3 

















to misbehaving up to a moderate level, but those engaging in 
manY types of misbehavior are a minority. 
Nature of delinquent behavior. Comparing the number 
of affirmative responses among the three categories of 
offense questions revealed different levels of involvement 
in the different types of delinquent behavior (see Table 
10). More students admitted to engaging in the less serious 
status offenses at least once during six months than in the 
more serious criminal offenses. A large majority of the 
sample (85.9%) admitted to engaging in at least one type of 
status offense during the six month period. The proportion 
of those reporting involvement in offenses against persons 
dropped to two thirds (66.9%), and offenses against property 
attracted the fewest participants, with half of the respon-
dents (49.1%) admitting to such activity. 
Even within each offense category, the less serious 
behaviors were the ones in which the students most frequent-
ly reported involvement (see Table ll). Among status 
offenses, most students reported that they have not been 
truant (77.6%), nor cheated on a test (65.4%), yet about 
half admitted being disobedient at home (50.7%), causing a 
class disturbance (50.0%), or being disrespectful (59.0%) at 
least once. Similarly, among crimes against persons, more 
respondents admitted to one or more incidents of assault 
Table 11 
Relative Frequency Distribution (Percents): 
Re~ses to Delinguent Behavior !tans 
Survex Response Choices Smmary~_ 
A B c D E 
Type of I tan One Two Three Four Once or Twice or 
Delinquent Offenses No. None Time Times Times Times .·More More 
Status 
School Disobedience E2 48.7 26.9 7.1 4.5 6.4 44.9 18.0 
Hane Disobedience E3 42.9 25.0 12.2 7.7 5.8 50.7 25.7 
Truancy El7 77.6 5.8 6.4 2.6 1.3 16.1 10.3 
Class Disturbance El8 43.6 26.3 14.1 3.2 6.4 50.0 23.7 
Test Cheating El9 65.4 19.2 3.8 2.6 1.9 27.5 8.3 
Disrespect E20 33.3 28.2 14.1 7.1 9.6 59.0 30.8 U1 w 
Against Persons 
Assault E4 42.9 21.8 11.5 6.4 10.9 50.6 28.8 
Battery E5 65.1 17.3 5.8 1.9 4.5 29.5 12.2 
Group Assault E6 57.7 24.4 7.7 2.6 1.3 36.0 11.6 
Group Battery E7 76.9 10.3 3.2 2.6 0.6 16.7 6.4 
Robbery with Assault El5 71.8 15.4 1.9 2.6 1.9 21.8 6.4 
Robbery with Battery El6 78.2 9.6 3.8 1.9 o.o 15.3 5.7 
Against Property 
Vandalisn (private property) E8 80.1 5.8 4.5 2.6 0.6 13.5 7.7 
Vandalisn (public property) E9 79.5 6.4 2.6 1.3 3.8 14.1 7.7 
Theft (received stolen goods) ElO 78.8 6.4 4.5 1.9 1.9 14.7 8.3 
Theft (shoplifting) Ell 76.9 10.3 3.2 1.3 1.9 16.7 6.4 
Theft (other) El2 58.3 18.6 10.9 3.2 2.6 35.3 16.7 
Attempted Burglary El3 80.8 5.8 3.8 2.6 0.6 12.8 7.0 
Burglary El4 82.7 5.8 1.9 3.2 0.0 10.9 5.1 
Note. N = 156 
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(50.6%) than either battery (29.5%) or robbery (12.1%). 
Among property crimes, theft (all categories) and vandalism 
(both categories) were reported more prevalently (66.7% and 
27.6% respectively) than burglary (23.7% including 
attempts). 
Another perspective of the nature and extent of 
delinquent behavior is provided by ranking the behaviors 
according to the percent of students who reported engaging 
in each behavior at least once in six months (see Table 
12). The distributions of the offense types rank in the 
following order, from most frequently reported to least: 
status offenses, against persons, against property. In 
other words, status offenses tended to rank higher in terms 
of reported frequency than offenses against persons and 
property, and offenses against property tended to rank lower 
than status offenses and offenses against persons. 
Social Bonding and Delinquent Behavior 
This final section of results reports the intercor-
relations among the social bonding variables and delinquent 
behaviors in the order that they appear in Figure l. 
Relationships among school, activity, and ~arent 
variables. The correlations among these variables are 
presented in Table l3 and refer to Relationships A, B, and C 
II' I 
Table 12 
Delinguent Behaviors Ranked b~ Frequenc~ of Reported Involvanenta 
Relative Frequency of Afftrmative 
Responses (Percent) 
Once Twice 
Offense Type or or 
Status Person Propert~ Delinquent Offenses Rank None Once More More 
----
+ Disrespect 1 33.3 28.2 59.0 30.8 
+ IIane Disobedience 2 42.9 25.0 50.7 25.7 
+ Assault 3 42.9 21.8 50.6 28.8 
+ Class Disturbance 4 43.6 26.3 50.0 23.7 
+ School Disobedience 5 48.7 26.9 44.9 18.0 
+ Group Assault 6 57.7 24.4 36.0 11.6 
+ Theft (not shoplifting) 7 58.3 18.6 35.3 16.7 Ul. 
+ Battery 8 64.1 17.3 29.5 12.2 U1 
+ Test Cheating 9 65.4 19.2 27.5 8.3 
+ Robbery with AE-:saul t 10 71.8 15.4 21.8 6.4 
+ Group Battery 11 76.9 9.6 16.7 6.4 
+ Theft (shoplifting) 12 76.9 10.3 16.7 6.4 
+ Truancy 13 77.6 5.8 16.1 10.3 
+ Robbery with Battery 14 78.2 9.6 15.3 5.7 
+ Theft (received stolen goods) 15 78.8 6.4 14.7 8.3 
+ V andalisn (public prq>erty) 16 79.5 6.4 14.1 7.7 
+ V andalisn (private property) 17 80.1 5.8 13.5 7.7 
+ Attaipted Burglary 18 80.8 5.~ 12.8 7.0 
+ Burglary 19 82.7 5.8 10.9 5.1 
-· 
Note. N = 156. ~haviors are ranked by the percentage of students who report having engaged in the 
behavior at least once in the last six 10011ths, i.e. , see once or m::>re colunn. 
Table 13 
Correlation Mattix of SJci.. al Bording Elenert:s 
Sdo::>l 
SJci.al Bord.ing Elenent:s 1 2 3 4 
Sclnol Attachnent arrl 
Co nni. t nent 
1 Attachnert:. to SclDo 1 
2 Attachnert: to Teacler:s 
3 Valm Scli:o 1 Achi.evenent:. 
4 SclDol Achi.evenert: M>tive 
Involvenert:. in <Onventional 
ActiVity 
5 Nmaca:le'ni c Ad:.i vi t y leve 1 
6 Frierrls' Activity level 
Parent am Chi l::i Relat.iors hi. p 
7 ~r.t 
8 Mmitoring 
9 Irt:erest Praise 
10 Share1 A ct.i vi t y 
• 32** 
.24** 
• 44 ***' • 2 8*** • 36*** 
Relatiors hip A 
.14* 














Relati.o rs hi. p B 
.18* 
Parert:. & Oti. Jd 




• 52*** • 25*** -
• 32*** • 30*** • 32** * 
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in Figure l. Relationship A, between the involvement in 
conventional activity measures and the school attachment and 
commitment measures, and Relationship B, between the parent 
relationship and conventional activity measures, were 
essentially unsupported. This may be partly due to the low 
reliability of the activity measure. The strongest set of 
significant correlations (2 < .05 ) occurred in Relation-
ship C between the parental measures of rapport, monitoring, 
and interest and the school measures of valuing school 
achievement and school achievement motive. The value of ~ 
for these six correlations averaged .27. 
Relationships among belief, value, and trait vari-
ables. The correlations among these variables are presented 
in Table 14 and refer to Relationships D, E, and F in Figure 
1. Relationship D, between the value and belief measures, 
received moderate support for the expected positive rela-
tionships. Relationship E, between the trait and value 
measures, not only received proportionately fewer positive 
correlationships than Relationship D, but included two 
negative correlations as well. Relationship F, between the 
trait and belief measures, seemed essentially unsupported. 
Relationships between attachment and belief vari-
ables. The correlations between attachment and involvement 
in school, conventional activity, and parents on the one 
Table 14 
Correlation Matrix of Beliefs, Values, and Traits 
Conventional 
Beliefs 
Beliefs , Values and Traits 1 2 
Conventional &~liefs 
1 Belief in Rules 








8 School Achievarent 
Respoosibility 
9 I.av Aggression 
10 Lo.v Hostility 
----





N = 138. * _E<.05. ** _p<.Ol. *** _E<.OOl. 
Conventional Values 

















hand, and conventional beliefs, values, and traits, on the 
other, are presented in Table 15 and refer to Relationships 
G, H, and I in Figure 1. Relationship G, between school 
attachment measures and the belief, value, and trait 
measures, was moderately supported with significant (~ < .05) 
correlations. Relationship H, between the two activity 
measures and the belief, value, and trait measures, 
produced only two significant ~ < .05) correlations, which 
were both negative. Relationship I, between parent measures 
and the belief value, and trait measures, received fewer 
significant (~ < .05) positive correnations than Relation-
ship G, plus one negative correlation. 
Relationships between social bonding variables and 
delinquent behaviors. The correlations between the measures 
of social bonding and delinquent behavior are presented in 
Table 16 and refer to Relationships J, K, L, and M. Unlike 
the expected positive correlations between and within the 
categories of social bonding variables, the expected 
direction of correlation here is negative. Relationship J 
refers to the correlations between school attachment 
measures and misbehaviors. This relationship was moderately 
supported with significant (~ < .05) negative correlations. 
Relationship K, on the other hand, between activity measures 
and misbehavior produced four positive correlations out of a 
Table 15 
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Attaclment to Scbcol 
Attachnertt to Teacbers 
Values School AcbievaDent 
School .Acbiev&DBDt Motive 
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InvolYEIDSilt in Conventional Activity 
Nooacackad c Activity I.Bvel 
Friends' Activity Isvel 




Shared Activity -.30*** 
N • 138. * p(.05. ** _p<.Ol. *** e< .001. 
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possible eight relationships, all occurring between the 
student's activity measure and misbehavior measures. 
Another positive correlation occurred among the correlations 
of Relationship L, between parent and misbehavior measures, 
which was otherwise poorly supported. Finally, among the 
correlations of Relationship M, between the belief, value, 
and trait measures and misbheavior, the measures of beliefs 
and values received fair support. Between traits and 
misbehavior, however, the leadership measure correlated 
positively with three of the measures of misbehavior 
(including the combined measure). The school achievement 
responsibility measure, on the other hand, produced signifi-
cant negative correlations (~ < .01 ) with all four measures 
of delinquent behavior. 
Other analyses. In the planning stages of this 
study, additional analyses were planned for the social 
bonding and delinquent behavior variables. Multiple 
regression techniques, such as path analysis, were planned 
to estalbish the determinants of delinquent behavior. 
However, these could not be completed due to the low number 
of significant correlations, unsatisfactory sample size and 
representativeness, and marginal or unknown reliability of 
many of the social bonding measures. 
DISCUSSION 
Review of Main Findings 
Nature and extent of delinquent behavior. As 
generally expected, the results indicate that while less 
serious behavior is prevalent, more serious behavior is much 
less frequent but substantial. Only a very small portion of 
the sample denied all misbehavior during six months, while 
almost three fourths of the students reported engaging in at 
least three types of misbehaviors. In terms of type of 
misbehavior, a large majority admitted to engaging in at 
least one type of status offense, but the proportion of 
those reporting involvement in more serious offenses was 
substantially lower. 
The study by Hindelang et al. (1981) of self report 
methods indicated variation in the way subgroups report 
delinquent behavior. Therefore, stratifying these and other 
variables in this study by race and socioeconomic level 
would have been desirable but was not possible. In addition 
to having too many variables to stratify in terms of the 
sample size, the sample was also too unrepresentatively 
homogeneous compared to the demographic make up of the 
community. In terms of race, all minorities comprised less 
than 22% of the sample, with blacks accounting for only 
63 
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12.9% of the sample. Further, there were twice as many 
minority females as males. 
In terms of socioeconomic status, the measures used 
depended heavily on the memory and interpretation of youths 
(as young as nine and ten years old) regarding information 
about their parents' jobs. In retrospect, after attempting 
to analyze their responses, the validity of this measure 
seemed questionable. 
Since the reports about the type and extent of 
delinquent behavior are not grossly out of line with other 
studies or this author's expectations, there is no reason to 
think they are seriously at error, for either judging the 
type and extent of delinquency in the community or exploring 
the relationship of social bonding to that behaivor. 
Social bonding and delinquent behavior. The social 
development model, as a whole and as interpreted and 
measured in this study, did not receive adequate support by 
the correlation data, in terms of number and size of 
significant correlations, and in a few instances, in terms 
of the direction of the correlations. At the beginning of 
this section, the correlations will be discussed in terms of 
a .05 level of probability; later a more stringent criteria 
will be used to assess relationships. 
Among the social bonding categories, the three "most 
supported" relationships between bonding categories were 
only able to produce significant correlations (2 < .05) 
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between half of the total relationships possible in terms of 
the individual variables involved. Those three relation-
ships were C (between school variables and parent vari-
ables), D (between beliefs and values), and G (between 
school and beliefs-values-traits). Among the remaining six 
social bonding relationships, the highest proportion of 
significant correlations did not quite reach one third, and 
three relationships (E, I, and H) each received one or two 
negative significant correlations (~ < .05) where positive ~ 
values were expected. 
The relationships between the social bonding 
variable categories and delinquent behaviors showed similar 
results. For instance, using a criteria of at least three 
significant correlations (~ < .05) between an individual 
variable and the four measures of delinquent behavior, the 
"most supported" relationships between categories of social 
bonding variables and delinquent behavior are between school 
measures and misbehavior (Relationship 3) and between 
conventional beliefs and conventional values (both under 
Relationship M). In two of the remaining three categories, 
each contained a variable that produced an unexpected 
significant positive correlation (~ < .05) (respondent's 
activity level and leadership). 
Even though the relationships between categories of 
social bonding elements were not well supported, several 
individual bonding variables seemed to be negatively related 
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to delinquent behavior. If so, this information would be 
useful for planning a delinquency prevention program. 
However, the quality of the correlations and the reliability 
of the scales should be considered further before making 
these judgments. 
So far the discussion for bonding and behavior 
correlations has been on the basis of a .05 significance 
level. If the more stringent .01 significance level were 
used to avoid Type I error, there would be almost 40% fewer 
significant correlations, leaving the model even less 
supported. At either probability level, there would still 
be a degree of uncertainty since, due to the number of 
relationships examined, some significant correlations may 
have occurred by chance. The risk of Type I error is 
minimized by generally keeping the higher standard in mind. 
In regard to the significant correlations (including 
for the moment, those at the .05 probability level), the~ 
values throughout the model ranged from .14 to .43, with 50% 
of the ~ values falling between •.. 14 and . 20, and 31% falling 
between .21 and .30. As low as this may seem at first 
glance, it is within the general range expected based on 
(a) the large number of variables in and outside of the 
model that influence these relations, (b) imprecision of 
social psychological variables, and (c) the results of other 
studies. Thus, the size of the correlations is less of a 
problem in terms of judging the relationships among vari-
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ables than the proportion of significant correlations.-
As suggested above, a major point to consider in 
judging the strength and significance of the correlations, 
and thus the potential degree of the relationship between 
individual variables, is the reliability of the scales. As 
described earlier, the factoring and other procedures 
resulted in some low or unknown reliabilities. Speci-
fically, seven were unknown (the measures were based on one 
item), five were marginal (with alpha's near the minimally 
acceptable .5 level), and eight were satisfactory (with 
alpha's near .7 or better). The scales of bonding variables 
reaching satisfactory reliability were the following: 
Attachment to school 
Value school achievement 
School achievement motive 
Parental rapport 
Parental interest and praise 
Parent and child activity 
Kindness 
Respect for property 
Further it should be recalled that the reliability 
of the indices of these types of delinquent behavior were 
all nearly .70 or higher. Looking again at the relation-
ships among the social bonding variables with the above 
points in mind, the significant correlations (~ < .Ol) 
involved primarily the eight reliable scales. In partie-
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ular, the reliable scales that produced significant cor-
relations (~ < .Ol) with each other were in Relationships C 
and G. In Relationship C (Table 13), both value school 
achievement and school achievement motive correlated with 
rapport. In addition, school achievement motive correlated 
with interest. In Relationship G (Table 15), again both 
value school achievement and school achievement motive 
correlated with respect. In addition, value school achieve-
ment correlated with kindness. 
Of the eight reliable scales, kindness and respect 
were most related to the four measures of delinquent 
behavior, each producing three or more significant cor-
relations at the .01 probability level. Value school 
achievement and interest each produced three significant 
correlations at the .05 level with delinquent behaviors. 
Three other variables also produced three or more 
significant correlations with delinquency measures at the 
higher probability level (.Ol)--the respondent's activity 
level, belief in rules and school achievement responsi-
bility. The activity measure, however, is particularly 
difficult to assess since it produced BOSitive correlations 
with the misbehavior measures where as negative correlations 
were expected. The activities themselves are certainly not 
to be discouraged--team sports, church groups, volunteer 
work, and so on. If the correlation was not chance, then 
the connection must be indirect. For instance, perhaps an 
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outgoingness or curiosity factor leads to a natural involve-
ment in both acceptable and not acceptable activities at 
this age. 
In summary, only a few social bond variables can 
(with any degree of confidence) be judged as interrelated as 
expected with each other and delinquent behavior: kindness, 
respect for property, value school achievement and parental 
interest. 
Conclusions 
Social development model. As stated previously, the 
data did not support the overall model. All things con-
sidered, it is more reasonable to conclude that the model 
was not well tested rather than to reject the theory. 
First, the results may have looked somewhat better 
if it had been possible to stratify the results by sub-
groups. This sample was neither large enough nor repre-
sentative enough to do this. In addition, to include 
socioeconomic variables as a factor, sound individual and 
ecological measures would have been necessary. 
Second, a lack of correlation between the social 
bonding variables and misbehavior could result when youth 
accept the norms and misbehave due to peer influence. This 
study did not measure what the social attitudes and delin-
quent behaviors of the respondents' friends were. The 
present instrument included questions about the conventional 
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activites of the respondents' friends, but not their 
misbehavior. Further studies that combine measures of 
attachment to peers with perceptions of peer misbehavior 
might yield a better account of the respondent's own 
delinquency. 
Third, the measuring instrument in this study was 
undoubtedly weak in terms of reliability and, probably, 
validity. The content of some of the items had questionable 
interpretability (see honesty scale, Table 5). In addition, 
some of the wording may have been too sophisticated for the 
target age group in general and the less intelligent youth 
in particular (who have been found to be associated with 
delinquent behavior; Hindelang et al., 1981, pp. 202-4). 
Quality scales need to be developed to test this model at 
different age levels. 
Fourth, close attention should be given the actual 
administration of the survey instrument. In this study, the 
teachers were given instructions, but there was, in retro-
spect, concern about how well the questionnaires were 
administered. The quality of presentation and other 
situational variables (such as amount of time given, and so 
on) could easily influence attitudes about the question-
naire, and therefore the quality of the responses. 
Fifth, to fully test the relationships suggested by 
the social development theory, future studies should also be 
longitudinal, instead of the one time only survey method 
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conducted here. By assessing predictors such as school 
attachment, conventional beliefs, and so on, plus outcomes 
like delinquent behavior at different points in time (as 
well as in more than one school), the implied causal 
connections and effects of context suggested by the theory 
would be better tested. The present method is subject to 
consistency bias, which could produce false (or exaggerated) 
corrleation. For instance, a student who just finished 
reporting believing in rules and valuing school achievement 
may be less likely to report, a few minutes later, behavior 
inconsistent with the ideals. However, if all variables are 
measured at several points in time, then this bias would be 
less likely to affect the results. 
School focused delinquency prevention program. 
Field research could appropriately adopt the old show 
business slogan "The show must go on." Regardless of the 
level of success in measuring and evaluating the relation-
ship of social bonding variables and delinquent behavior, a 
delinquency prevention school curriculum was going to be 
implemented. The purpose of the program was to prevent 
juvenile delinquency, that is to reduce the incidence of 
delinquent acts through intervention before they occur. The 
program objective was to achieve prevention by affecting 
causes of behavior, that is to reduce factors that contri-
bute to delinquent acts and detract from conventional 
behavior and to increase factors that detract from delin-
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quent acts and enhance conventional behavior. The preven-
tive approach required that the program be directed at youth 
who were {a) not yet engaging in or only moderately engaging 
in delinquent behavior, and (b) in the early stages of 
developing their social attitudes and behaviors. Thus the 
school setting was chosen because it provided practical 
access to most of the target group and because it was viewed 
as a setting that plays an important role in social develop-
ment. 
Program recommendations. First, it was recommended 
that the school delinquency prevention program base its main 
objectives on the social development theories. Even though 
the model was not adequately supported by the survey 
results, the theories have much support elsewhere, as 
described in the introduction. In terms of the model, the 
program should aim to encourage involvement, attachment, 
and commitment to traditional social structures and values. 
Second, the program should be directed at the total 
student population, not subgroups. This point is recom-
mended on the basis of contemporary social development 
theory plus the results of the survey, which indicate that 
• 
involvement in relatively serious misbehavior is fairly wide 
spread among youth. 
Third, to expand on the previous point, the program 
should be introduced at all grade levels of elementary 
schools (tailored to the abilities of the students at each 
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grade level). The study found a sufficient level of misbe-
havior at the fifth grade level to suggest intervention 
should start early. 
Fourth, the program should be evaluated in order to 
continue to improve the impact of the program, as well as 
to test the theory on which it is based. It is hoped that 
such evaluations will benefit from lessons learned from the 
present investigation. 
A final general recommendation is directed at 
supporting the empirical, cause focused approach to program 
planning in the field of delinquency prevention and the 
necessity of careful program evaluation. In spite of a 
wealth of theory, speculation, experience, and study on the 
problem of preventing and controlling delinquency, there is 
still a relative paucity of hard data. In short, what we do 
not know we will not find out without using sound research 
techniques within clear, theoretical frameworks to (1) 
identify the causes of delinquent behavior in particular 
settings and their effect on bonding processes, (2) design 
programs and other interventions to have an impact on those 
causes and bonding processes, and (3) carefully evaluate the 
impact of the interventions on the presumed causes, bonding 
processes, and delinquent behavior. 
At the same time, there must be acknowledgment and 
consideration of the legitimate needs, wants, and rights of 
individuals, social institutions, and communities for 
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privacy and the unhampered routine of carrying out their 
daily business. The most successful approach, namely the 
cooperative, combined effort of researchers, practitioners, 
and community members, begins with the recognition that the 
end goal of all concerned is the same: to create social 
structures that attract support and contribution from all 
their members because these social structures ~rovide 
support and contribution to all their members. Under such 
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This survey is part of a study to learn more about young people 
in Evanston. In order to plan useful programs, we need to know a 
great deal about your opinions, feelings, experiences, and problems. 
Your name should not be on this survey. No one will know how 
you mark your answers. Please answer the questions honestly. We 
need to know your opinions. 
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PARI' I 
Start Card A 
Reacl the follar1Dg statements carefully. Eacb statement describes. the 
way scmac:ce acts. Fill in the btilble on the nark sense card w1 th your answer. 
Mark "a" if you would like this person a lot. 
lfark "b" if you would like this person. 
lfark ''c" if you like and dislike this per.son about the same. 
Marlt "d" if you would dislike this per.son. 
Mark "e" if you would dislike this persoa a lot. 
1. Scm!oDe wbo studies hard to get good grades in scbcol. 
2. 5arBale wbo is proud of doing well in scbcol. 
3. SaiBone wbo dcelm 't care about grades. 
4. Saneoue wbo llllkeB fun of students wbo study bard. 
5. 5aDeoDe wbo tries for the top grade on a test. 
a. Scmeone wbo thinks scbool is a joke. 
7. Saneone wbo always tells the truth, even if it hurts saneone else. 
8. SomeoDe wbo tells little lies. 
9. Saneoae wbo never cheats, even for a frieDd. 
10. Somea1e wbo tries to punish dishonest people. 
11. Someone wbo is dishonest in order to help a person who is in trouble. 
12. Someone who doesn't care what others think of his opinions. 
13. Saneone who does th~ to get approval fran others. 
14. Saneone who stands up for what he thinks is right. e\'en if his friends ~~­
not like bim as llllCb. 
15. Saneone wbo goes along with the crowd. 
16. Someone who speaks up and tells people \mat he likes and dislikes. 
17. Someone who keeps his opinions to hin'Belf to avoid any 9roblems with 
friends. 
18. Scmeone who wants to be independent and different fran other people. 
-2-
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l1ark ··a•· if you would like this person a lot. 
~ ''b" 1f you would like this person. 
Marlt "c" if you like and dislike this person about the same. 
~ "d" if you would dislike this person 
3ifark "e" if you would dislike this person a lot. 
19. Saneone wbo is careful not to say thingS against what his friends believe. 
2). Saneale wbo is kind to ethel'S , even when they are not kind to him. 
21. Saueone wbo sees good in everyone. 
22. Saneone wbo cares about other peoples' feelings. 
23. Scmea1e wbo forgives othem wben they harm bim. 
24. SaDeale who tries bard to make otber people happy. 
25. Saneale wbJ nBkes fun of other people. 
2S. SaDeone wbo tbinks of hiDBelf first. 
27. SaDeale wbo doesn't feel sorry for people who get tbalaelves in trouble. 
28. Saneone wbo hurts peoples' feelings. 
29. Saneale Who borrows things without permission. 
30. Saneone wbo bol'l"CWS things and forgets to return thEID. 
31. Scm!one wbo talres good care of things borrowed fran others. 
32. Sansone who is careless and damages thinp that don't belong to h:im. 
33. Saneone who en.joys destroying things just because you are not supposed to 
do it. 
· 34. Saneale who treats other people's property :us if it were his own. 
35. Sansone wbo understands bow iqlortant thi~ are to people. 
::.a • Scm!One wbo destroys or damages public property (school, parks) . 
-3-
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Read each group of statements carefully. Pick one of the statements (a or b l 
that best describes the way you \\'0\lld feel. Fill in the bubble on the mark sense 
card wi. th your answer. 
37. a) If S)IIBOD8 is rude to me, I usually let it pass. 
b) If saueoDe is rude to me, I usually answer back. 
38. a) I like to play practical jokes on mv friends. 
b) Practical jokes do not appeal to me. 
39. a) 'lbere is no need to hurt other people's feelings to r.ake it in life • 
. b) To make it in life, you caanot be worried about the other people's 
feelingS. 
40. a) 3blt people are ld.Dd. 
b) 34ost people are mean. 
41. a) SaratiJ::IIs I feel like picking a fight with SCIDI!ale. 
b) I De\'81" feel like picki.na' a figtrt with aayoae. 
42. a) I find it easy to be patient, evea with people who behave foolishly. 
b) I tend to lose mv patience with people wbo behave foolishly. 
43. a) When somea2e teases me, I tend to get upaet. 
b) When SOI!IIODB teases me, I hardly ever get anDOyed. 
44. a) lfcst people are stupid. 
b) Yost people are bright. 
45. a) I lose my temper less often than rrrJSt people. 
b) I lese my t~ mre often than most people. 
48. a) I soon forg:t ve people who let me down. 
b) I cam10t forgive people wt-.o let :ue dovn. 
47. a) I sometimes argue with people. 
b) r ue".-er ar.;ue with veo!'le. 
48. a) ~.bst people are unselfish. 
. b) ~lost people are selfish • 
49. a) Revenge is sanetimes necessary. 
b) Revenge is never necessary. 
50. a) If it looks like a fight is starting. it is best to wait and see wh3.t 
is going to happen. 
b) If it looks like a fi;#lt is startiluf, it is best to ·~t your blow in 
first. 
PARr II 
"Man Card B 
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Read tb8 fol.l.c.tDc aalti~ce questioDs carefully. Olo:ee the oae 
amwer tbat beat diBcribee tbe way ya~ would :feel. Fill in the correct b1ED.le 
011 your aam .... card. 
1. 1lbeD JCU cb well 011 a test at sc.bool, it is IIDre 11lllely to be: 
a. becal .. ycu studied far it 
b. bec:aule tb8 test - eapec1 ally euy 
2. 1lbaD ,ou b&w 'f:l'Od)le UDdl1'81:aDdiDa SCIIIIthiDc in scbool, it is u.ually: 
a. becal-e tbe ....a-- diem 1t e:xplaiD it cleu'J.y 
b. becal- J0U didD It listeD carefully 
3. If J01 diet better tbiD ua1Al. in a aject at scbool, it happerwl: 
a. bee~~.- J01 tried. barder 
b. becat88 8aiiiCII8 belpeci J01 
4. If JOQ solw a puzzle quickly, it is: 
a. becau8e it wasra't a \1817 bard purzle 
b. beca1Be J01 WIOl'kec:l 011 it carefully 
5. 1lbeD ycu reid a stal'7 IDCl Clll1 t x••a•tJer liiJCh of it, it is l~Rally: 
a. becau8e tbe story WUD 1 t well written 
b. bec•JM ,ou wrea't in~ in tbe story 
6. If people th:1Dk ycu are briatrt or clever, it is: 
a. because tbay bappaa to 1.ilat ya~ 
b. becau8e you usually act tb&t way 
7. If your parents saici ya~ ll"8D 't cbiDC well iD sc::bool WOlic, it wcul.ci 
ame likely be: 
a. because your wcrk isD 1 t &DOcl 
b. beca1.Jie tb8J are :feel.iaa C1'IDky 
8 •. If ya~ are sbclr1.Dir a trieaci bclr to plq a PIB 8I1Ci your frieaci baa tro\ble 
with it , it wcu1.c:l happeD: 
a. because your friead WUID't able to UDderstlllCi bclr to play 
b. becawle ya~ couldn't explaiD it well 
9. In gmeral, cb you like or dislike school 
, 
a. I like it 
b. I like it aad. dislike it about equally 
c. I dislike it 
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Read the follarlng nultiple-cboice questions caretully. Cloose the one 
answer that best describes the way you W0Uld feel. Fill in the correct biiiole 
cm your lllll'k sense card. 
10. Ik> you feel sdlool rules and regulations are fair to the students? 
a. Very fair 
b. Quite fair 
C. Soaalbat fair 
d. Not at all fair 
11. Do you think students sbould care about bar their school building looks? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
12. nr1Dg the past year, bar often did you stay aay :trcm scbool just because 
you bad other tb1ap you wanted to do? 
a. Very often 
b. Quite often 
c. Samtillm 
d. Never 





14. Is getting good grades iqx>rtant to you? 
a. Very iqx>rtant 
b. Quite iqx>rtant 
C. Samlibat iqx)rtant 
d. Not at all iqx>rtant 
15. Do you think grades are important for getting the kind of jd> you want when 
you finisb scbool? 
a. Very ~rtant 
b. Quite iqx>rtant 
C. Soaalbat iqx>rtant 
d~ Not at all iJq)ortant 
16. What kind of grades do you think you are capable of getting? 
a. Far above average 
b. Above average 
c. Average 
d. Below average 
e. Far belar average 
17. Do you think school is important for achieving your goals in life? 
a. Very iq,ortant 
b. Quite ilqx>rtant 
C. Somilllbat iqx)rtant 
d. Not at all iqx>rtant 
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Bead the folloring nultiple-c:boice queatiom carefully. CJJoose tbe aie 
answer that best describes tbe way you would feel. Fill in tbe correct bu66'le 
ai your lllll'k sense card. 
18. Qi the &"V91'11&9, bClr auch t:1mt cb yell spend on barachk each scbool day? 
a. 2 ms •. ar mre d. Issa than t hr. 
b. Betwam 1 hr. and 2 brs. e. No t:1mt 
c. Beta• t hr. and t hr. 
19. lbr often cb ycu fiDisb your mDIIIOl'k asaigmmts? 
a. Al1nlrs 
. b. Usually 
c. Sal8t1ma 
d. Niver' 





21. lbr mcll ecmcatiCD would yell 1ilat to evmtually pt? 
a. Soaa biab acboo1 
b. Hilb School diplc:ma 
c. Sam collealt 
d. (l)llep Degree 
e. Yore tban a O,llep DllrN 






23. If JOII bane aramd with triendll outside of scbool who are often in trouble, 





2'. lbr nucb influence cb J011 feel ,our- friends haw on you? 
a. Allmst caq,lete . 
b. A lot 
c. Sam 
d. None 
25. In a~ of friendl, bClr nucb influence does the group leader have o,ier 
01:ber llllllbem? 
a. Almast CCJll)lete 





Read the following l!lll.tiple-cboiC'8 ~t~ care:tully. Choose the one 
ansrer tbat best describes the way you wmld feel. Fill in the correct bU6D.I.e 
a1 your IDil'k sease card. 





e. DoD 't really have a group of frieadll 
'. 
27. Are your frieadll active in activitie8 after sc::bool? 
a. Vft7 active 
b. QU:te actiw 
c. SaiiBwbat active 
d. Not at all active 
28. WheD you g:rCIIJ up, do you wurt to kllep the _. frieadll you baw rr.'l 
a. Y• 
b. Marbe 
c. llaJbe DOt 
d. No 
29. If you bad a cboiC'8 to 10 to a SUIDr calli tbat bad tb:I.Dp you were inter-
ested in, or 10 to a caqJ 1ll1ere all of JOUr frieadll were IOiDir but dic:ID' t 
have thi.Dp you wre int.-ted in, 'lllbic:b would you c:txx.e? 
a. I • sure I would 10 to the Cllll) witb ~ frieDdll 
b. I • fairly sure I wculd 10 to tbe ClqJ with ~ frieadll 
c. I • fairly sure I VIIOUld 10 to C~qJ wbere they haw tbinp I • inter-
ested in. 
d. I am sure I would ao to aiiiP 11bere they haft tb:iDp I am intel'Mted in. 
3>. If you see scmathiDg suspicious t.ppea in your neigbborbcod, you sbould: 
a. call a neigbb)r 
b. Call the poliC'8 
c. c:beck it out ~lf 
d. don't get inwlved 
31. What 1s the best protectial apiDBt SOIIBXle \1bo tr1• to break in your 
heme to st-.1 saaethiJ:II'? 
a. 81J0U1b li&bts in tbe ~ 8l1d yard area 
b. gcod loclal al cbxw aDd wiDdcn 
c. neigbbol'bood •tc:b propam 
d. all of the above 
32. If you are leaving for vacation, wbo sho1ld you ask to watch your house? 
a. the Dellll!lp&per boy 
b. a friead wbo 1s mt a neigbbor 
c. a reliable neigtJbor 
d. the mail carrier 
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Read tne tO.llOIIrUlg 11111 np.Le-eaotce quest tons careru.u.y. ~.noose me one 
81111111111" tbat beat daacr1bea tbe 118¥ you would feel. Flll i.D tbe correct biiSUe 
CD your IIIU'k sea8e card. 
33. '1be beat lock for ID exterior dear is 
a. dcd;)le cyliDdlrr deJul:)olt 
b. saap locZ 
c. saap lock witb a d2ai.D bolt 
d. SD8p latd1 lock 
34. '1be metbccl uaed III08t frequmtly by a burglar to eater a baDe is 
a. p1c:k:1Da a lock 
b.~a~ 
c. :reiii:JV1Dc h1Dae p1DB 
d. 1mlociDicl dDar or ~ 
35. Bolr 1IIOl"l"1ecl u. ycu that 8l3l8lXIe will bum ,.:u wb:Ue ,.:u are out&ide i.D 
JOUr D8111lbolhoad? 
a. Very WIOl'l'ied 
b. Qd.te worried 
c. Salabat WIOl'l'iecl 
d. Not at all warreid 
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Here is a Ust of groups aDd clute. Fill in the correct tnmble on your lllll'k 
sease card. 
38. a sports tea 
Mll'k "a" if pou are in tbis. 
Mark ''b'' if you are DOt in tb1s. 
~. a acbool group or c]Jj) ( 1ilat baad, scbaol x:us;aper, or sc:leace cld)) 
38. . ~ or c].d)s outside of scbcol (like Sa:Nt8 or ~ Girls) 
39. cDu:dl ar talp1e ~ (lilat JOU1:h ~ or ~ sc:bool) 
40. VolUDteer \101iE (l.ik8 bcspital111Dlil ar recycli.Dc) 
41. Pule District Prop& 
-10.. 
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Start card c 
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R8adl eacb QU88tica care:tully. After each qu.tiOD IJ8l"k the cme 8DS'Per 
wb1dl beat daac:tiJ:Je8 JCUr :teelJ.Dp. Fill in tbe bubble 011 your mark sease card 
. witb ,aut' ---· 




1. no yaur teacbem care about bow well you do ill school? 
2. no JUUr teechem expect teo IIIJCb :traa you? 
3. no ,a.a care wbat your tertwr tb1Dial about YQJ? 
4. no your te.dlers atw cradit for tr71Dc bud? 
5. no tbe te.dl.,. care IID1'8 for tbe studla1:ll wbo are tbe Sllll"test in the 
cl-.1 
a. no you ao to your teacbers wtiea YQJ baw school 110m prtibl&IB? 
1. no you make tri::Jd)le for JCUr tead:lers iD cl888? 
a. no ,a.a ewr wmt to beCCIIB scaoae like ~ teaa.m? 
9. no you like your teac.'wm? 
10. Om you talk freely witb your panmts about th1Dp tbat 'tl"ai)le you? 
ll. lb you get alc:mg with your pceats? 
12. lb your pararts try to cbeer you up wbeD you are Ullbappy? 
13. .._ your l*l"Blta are us:-t, do tblly tell you wby? 
14. Ib ,our parents z.Uy UDderstaDd you? 
15. IC S'Q.IJ" parentS praise you :tor 1:h1Dp you do? 
18. Are you al.laled to 11111at your om decisicas about thiDgs that are iqx)rtant 
to you? 
17. no your p&1'el'1tS cbedc to - wbether you baw <ble wbat they tell you to 
do? 
18. lb your parents knew where you are whea you are any fran haDe? 
19. no your panmts 1mc1r who you are wi ttl wbeD you are any fran hcmt? 
3>. WbaD you baw problEIIIB with baDework, do your JBNDts help you? 
21. lb your parents as1c about bCir you are doing ill school? 
-11-
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22. I:f ,au lmqtlt bca. a goacl report card, woulcl your panata praise yoJ? 
23. Do your J,'E"Slta baw eacuab timt to play with you? 
24. Do your panllltS eacouraae 1CU to aet tmalwd in tbiDp l.ilre sports, 
IIIUBic, or bcbbieB? 
25. Do year pu"'ll1:8 -- interested in tbe tb:1Dp 1CU dD? 
as. Do ,au 11111re bculebold repail'8 witb ,our pue~rta? 
27. Do 1CU 10 to sportS evad:ll wl tb year pualtll? 
28. Do 1CU•tcb televis1oll with ,aur pu'8Dt8? 
~- Do ya1 play .... with year :rm-tB in tbe bc18e? 
30. Do ,au ao sboppfac witb JOUr puwats? 
31. Do ,au pnpue IIMla with your J,m'8llta? 
32. Do ,au v:lait :frieadll with your pal"'llts? 
33. Do ,au check tbe dcol'll, ~. aDd loc1al at your bcale? 
34. Do ,au IIIIZk an idlati:ficatial D1llber ca your pemaaal prqi6l ty? 
3S. Do ,cu lllllre a CClq)].ete list aDd record o:f your pz"Opltl ty? 
3S. Do ,au leaw a ligbt ca IDCl a radio pJ.ariDc wb1le DO cae ia bcaa? 
:n. Do you keep a •tdl :for c:riml or suspicious peracms in your Deigbboit1ocxl? 
38. Do ,cu •tell a boale or ap&1"ttlalt for a aeigbbor? 
-12-
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-Belar an ... stateaarts about tbe aei.atJb)ltJcocl wbere you liw. - Fill iD 
the bdJble CXI Jail' .m .... card. 
lll.rk "a" if you straagl.y qree with the. stataD!Ilt 
Mll.zk "b" if you qrw with tbe stat..-t 
lllzk "c" if you d1sacree with tbe stat..-t 
lllzk "d" if ,au 8't:l'aJirlY disacree with tbe statemeat 
1. ~~DR of tbe flllliU. ex~ ar block 1mo1r ad! otber. 
2. People ---~ drq) ~ IDd ~ CX1 tbe sidlnl.Jra ad law. ill 
.., a.l.abbal'bccd. 
3. lfiDy faad.li• aot 1:Ctllrtbar for partj.-, block metiDIII, etc. 
4. Sara lr::1d8 iD ar Deiabbot'baod ct.qe Pl\WI:7 (lllllt ~ roca at cars, 
SPl'IIF pdnt1zlc walla or ~ ~ CD ~). 
s. Sara Jddl iD ar Dei&lia'bood breM iDto ba••• or bu:llctlnp aad talre 1:bia&B. 
8. 1he kidl ill ar Dei~ bal'dly evv awt illto ff.abtll ar al'l'll8lts. 
7. Scme adults iD qr ae1&h"'arb0cd bnak iDto ~or butld1np ad ta1re -
tb:lDp. 
8. 1he adults iD II.V ae:l.ibboltloOd hal'dly evv set iDto fiiPts or U'IIJIIIIIt.S. 
9. '1'her8 8.1'8 llmlY full tb:lnp for kidl to cb iD .. Dlliabbal'bccd. 
10. Mlu:ly of tbe Jddl wbD baDe ll'tJUDd qr aeigbl:mbood dDa't rally liw there. 
11. !laDy of tbe adults wbo I aee iD qr Dei&bborboocl dcll't rally liw there. 
12. Tbe people wbo Uw in ar ae11JH:torbood eajoy ao1DC outside aDd talld.ag to 
tbeir Deilbbors. 
13. People try bard to liMp tbe neig~Jborbood cleaD. 
14. People really care about elldl otber ill qr aeilbborbood. 
lS. 'lbere IU'ell't SCUflb p~ for kldl to Pla¥ 
18. 'l'be people ill ar aeigbborboocl are wry frieadly. 
17. If I saw a kid go into a bal-. where be dida't belclr, I would tell scrrel:lody. 
18. If I a. u adult go into a baae where be dicm't belor, I would tell sanebody. 
19. I rally like ar aei&bborbood. 
20. In ar DBi&bbOl'bood, you dDa It tell CXI people. 8\'811 if ,au 1molr they ant 
dDiDC IICID8thiDir Wl'CXIC· 
-13-
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lflll'k "a" it ycu stroagl.y III1W wt tb tbe statarwnt 
lflll'k ''b" if JOU agree wttb tbe statai8Dt 
lfa1'k "c" if ya~ d:lsapw wttb the statennt . 
lflll'k "d" u """S'tl'algl.y ells~ witb tbe stata~Bl't 
21. People are ~IT pm1!!heclwbllll tbey do 8C1118tb1Dc wrcac. 
22. lfa'91Dir ~ ca. aot belp. Sala ~*'Pie wUl a.lwltp act r1abt, otberll 
WICil't. 
23. ·z... dcD 't baw lll7tbiDc to dD witb •• 
a&. If ..... hurtll otber people, aoaaar or later it w1ll catdl up witb b:lm. 
25. 'lbeN are DOt • aay ~ 1llbllll people p1q by tbe l'Ul-.. 
31. Scll8t1.- people pt pm1abed w!al tbe,r dca't di:IBN it. 
27. People could awt a.l.aqr Witb a.cb otber jUit fiDe wttbcut U1J rai.e. or 
~-
28. It's_,. to takB ldnat• ot IICIIIItOIIe-. 1:Mre are DO rul• or laB. 
2S. Good people 1'Uil 1Dto • DallY prd)l .. iD We. u bad people. 
30. Kidll11bo do well iD sd1col \BJallT dl111ve it. 
31. ScJIBOIMt wbD is pel to otber peaple will be U.tecl &COd iD return. 




Start Card I 
'!he foUD1riDc ~ are about tl1i.aP that scma kidl do. 1fe aze in-
terested 1D mc:.tD8 1lbetller JOU baw cbl8 8lfl of tbeae thiDp 1D tbe l.alit six 
IIICD'tbs. It 10'1 baW DDt, llll1'k "a" (DD). l!br ""'q)le, it JOU baft dcae it cace, 
10'1 wculcl ..m ''b"; it ,au baw dcae it two ~.,au waWi Dal'k "c"; i:f 10'1 baft 
cbl8 it tbne ~, JIOU would am "d"; it ~ baw delle it tcur or mare t:m., 














AN!iiii&S: a - No b-aa. T!m8 
c- '1'110 T!.a 
d - nn- 'l'1DB8 
e - !bur or Mare ~ 
ID tbe la8t six ~ baw J10U riddlll a biCJCI,e at a111rt witl:alt a li&bt? 
ID tbe last six llllll'tm baW ,au ~ to ctM1J teect-N or 8Cbool officials? 
In tbe la8t six -tb8 baw 10'1 ret..s to ctM1J ,car pu.ata or pardiall 
abcut .-tJiiDir tb8J CQII81dered iup)rtaDt? 
ID tbe 1ut six iiiDDtm baN JOU tb:rateaed IDi01MI' pelWal? 
In tbe last six III:)J1'tt. baw 10'1 be&taa up IDDtber pel'BCil? 
ID tbe la8t six lllllltbll baw JOU beal put of a I1"'0IP 1:bat tbr•:teMcl IIIOtber 
peraon? 
ID tbe 1aat six IIICGtbll baw 10'1 beea put of a ll"CJUP tbat beat up lllOtber 
. pemcD? 
In tbe last six -u.s baw ,au ,.,_.., 1DJ private propw ty (lJJDa tlm:Jir1Dg 
1"'CCaa at CU'II, spraJiDc paint al walls ot bai'lii-• or a., or breakiDg 
wi~ al pup:ae)? 
In tbe last six IDCI1tb8 baw JOU ,.,_.,., 8lfl g;}= p1opet ty (li.lat tb.rclr1ng 
1"'CCaa at ~, spray1Dc pa.iDt al walls of lS or puk build:!Dp, or 
breaJd.Dc wiDCbnl al purpcl88 )? 
In tbe last six IID1tb8 baw ,cu I::Jouaht or received aa.ytbi.ac that JOU knew 
- staleD bJ ..... elw? 
ID tbe laat six IIDl1:bll baw 10'1 tlkiiD llllJ'tbi.Dc fraD a store or bustne• 
witboQt ~
ID tbe lallt six IIICGtbs baft JOU ta.l 8ll'y'tbilJC (DOt frail a store or buli.Dess) 
witbout pe:mzlssion? -
In tbe last six IIICGtbll baw you tried to break 111to a bou8e or building? 
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ANSIER3 : a. - No 
b- Qle Time 
c- n.o T1aB 
. d - 'lhree T1aB 
- e - Pbur or More TiDa 
14. Ill tbe l.llrt six IIDit:b8 baw you tm:ba i.D.to a ~ or building aDd. takal 
~
15. Ill tbe 1a1rt six IIDl1:ba b&w you U8lld tbe tbrat of force to take 8CIIIt1:bii:W 
f1'all .aotber sm-? 
18. · Ill tbe 1ut six IIICil1:b8 haft you U8lld force to take 8CIIIt1:bii:W frail .aotber 
a--? 
1 '7. Ill tbe 1a1rt six IICIIltba b&w JOU stared _,. fraD scbaol for tbe eDtil"e • 
wltbaat pwnn4M1on? 
18. Ill tbe 1alrt 8ix IIDitb.8 haft JCU c:at-' a ciis1:u1'bace ill JOQr c1.8881"'aal? 
19. Ill tbe l.llrt six llllltbll bull you cbeatecl CD a taR? 
:m. Ill tbe lMt six IWDtbll bull 70'1 beaD diaz-..etlul to 8CII82I8? 
'1be follolriac ~~ llllk JCU to deacr1be youraeU a JOII1" flllll.ly. 
21. llbat ill JOQr ... ,
a. 9 J'l'll· old 
b. 10 11'11· old 
c. 11 yrs. old 
d. 12 yrs. old 
e. 13 11'11· or older 
. 22. lbat ill JOQr .r? 
a. Boy 
b. Girl 











e. 4 or IIDre 
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25. Wbo are you li viDg wi tb DCIIr: 
a. IIDt:ber IUid Fath.-
b. lbtber IUid Stepfather 
c. Patber aad St:apmther 
cl. lbtbar caJ.y· or Patber ~ 
•• Otb8r 
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28. In JOUr f..uy, ......... ""' bonl? 
zr. 
a. tbe 1st IIDil aaJ.y cbilcl 
b. tbe 1st cbilcl bonl 
c. tbe 2ad cbilcl bonl 
cl. tbe 3l'd cbilcl bom 
e. tbe 4tb or later cbilcl bam 
a. ~ tbD a. ,..r 
b. 1-2 yeuw 
c. 3-4 yea'~~ 
cl. 5 or DDN yeuw 
28. About balr 1111111 a,. baw ""' bea u-t frail acbao1 1:b:18 year? 
a. No dllp 
b. 1-2 daJII 
c. 3-4 a,. 
cl. 5-9 .. 
e. 1D or IIDN daJII 
2S. 1lbid1 8Cbcol subject do ""' ~ tbe beet? 
a. Social Studies 
b. Scia~e~t 
c. lll.tll 




31. Is ,aur mtber W01'k:1Dc puot-timl? 
a. Y• 
b. No 
32. Is your fatber W01'tdJia fUll-tillla? 
a. Y• 
b. No 




31. lbat scbcol cb you ao to? 
a. amte 
b. HawD 
c. K:I.Dir Lab 
cl. Nldlola 
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PleMe tu1'D your amk - Clll"cl OWl' to lb552el tile la8t 1:110 quiiRicaB. 
Qa tlw baS ot ,am" amk - Clll"cl, write iD iDk tt. - to ~icaB 
35 lid 38. PleMe ~ ...m wri.ttal .-.. 
35. If ,aur IIDtber is 1IIOI'td.lllr. wbat tJPe ot wom <to. abe cb? 





Factor Matrices of School Scales 
Factors Commonall;y 
Scale Item Noa I II III (}!2) 
Attachment to B9 .70* .45 .70 
School BlO .65 -.12 .44 
Bll .14 .32 .12 
Bl2 -.03 .43 .18 
Bl3 .58* .18 .37 
Value of School 
Achievement Al .10 .73 • 54 
A2 .08 .82 .69 
A3 .76* .13 .53 
A4 .64* .17 .44 
A5 .12 .48 .25 
A6 .79* .04 .63 
School Achievement Bl4 .79* .02 .24 .68 
Motive Bl5 .64* .24 .11 .48 
Bl6 .14 .08 • 34 .14 
Bl7 .55* .04 .27 .38 
Bl8 -.04 -.65 -.00 .42 
Bl9 .13 -.05 .42 .19 
B20 .09 .19 .40 .21 
B21 .18 .40 .28 .28 
aSee Appendix A for complete wording of each item. *Indicates 
items satisfying selection criteria and retained for use in 
final scales (see Table 1). 
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Table B-2 
Factor Matrices of Parent and Child 
Relationship Scales 
Factors Commonality 
Scale Item Noa I II III IV i!!a) 
. 
Rapport ClO .53* .16 .10 .00 .37 
Cll .57* -.15 .14 .38 .56 
Cl2 .59* .00 .18 .30 .54 
Cl3 .22 .12 .12 .18 .82 
Acceptance Cl4 .67* .18 .15 -.14 .57 
Cl5 .17 .08 .51* .17 .34 
Cl6 .19 .10 -.27 .05 .52 
Interest Cl7 .07 .11 .02 .51* .31 
C18 .16 .oo .08 .04 .47 
Cl9 .18 .13 .03 .18 .38 
C20 .37 .07 .42* .16 .36 
C21 .06 .11 .29 .61* .49 
C22 .11 -.10 .65* -.04 .52 
C23 .15 • 36 .08 .06 .32 
C24 .09 .13 .17 .08 .28 
C25 .37 .30 .41* .05 .47 
Activity C26 -.04 .34* -.11 .24 .37 
C27 .15 .28* -.00 .05 • 34 
C28 .27 .43* .26 .16 .37 
C29 .18 .66* .04 .12 .60 
C30 .06 .30* .25 .23 .35 
C31 -.00 .58* .13 .11 .40 
C32 .00 .58* 
-.13 .10 .41 
aSee Appendix A for complete wording of each item. 
*Indicated items satisfying selection criteria and retained 
for use in final scales (see Table 3). 
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Table B-3 
Factor Matrices of Value Scales 
Factors Commonali.!I 
Scale Item Noa I II .1!!2> 
Honesty A7 .61* .10 .39 
AS .12 .22 .06 
A9 .47* .13 .24 
AIO .24 .20 .10 
All .12 .73 .55 
Kindness A20 .41 .20 .21 
A21 .54 -.07 .30 
A22 .50 .26 .32 
A23 .79 .15 .65 
A24 .63 .25** .46 
A25 .12 .59** .36 
A26 .19 .61** .41 
A27 .06 .54** .29 
A28 .13 .59 .37 
Respect for A29 • 79* .03 .63 
Property A30 .63 .17 .43 
A31 .23 .55 .35 
A32 .73* .10 .55 
A33 .67* .05 .46 
A34 -.08 .32 .11 
A35 .45 .53 .49 
A36 .55 .45 .51 
aSee Appendix A for complete wording of each item. *Indicates 
items satisfying selction criteria and retained for use in 
final scales (see Table 5). 
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Table B-4 
Factor Matrices of Independence and 
Low Aggression/Hostility Scales 
Factors 
Scale Item Noa I II III 
Independence Al2 
-.06 .03 .31 
Al3 
.61* -.14 -.00 
Al4 
.13 .39 .40 
Al5 
.30 .01 .06 
Al6 
-.06 .85 .10 
Al7 
.40* .04 -.31 
Al8 
.17 .14 .70 
Al9 
.53* .09 -.00 
Low A37 .64 .06 -.04 
Aggression A38 • 36 -.05 -.07 
Hostility A39 .07 -.02 .11 
A40 
-.21 -.04 .43* 
A41 .18 .12 -.13 
A42 .11 -.24 -.06 
A43 .17. -.03 .05 
A44 .11 .21 .49* 
A45 .04 .06 .03 
A46 
-.03 .12 .22 
A47 .27 -.32 .06 
A48 .09 -.08 .62* 
A49 .54 -.05 .14 
A 50 .03 • 83 .06 
Commonalit~ 









.20 -.09 .46 
.11 .13 .17 
.07 .41 .19 
.12 .00 .25 
.27 .02 .14 
.61 .03 .45 
.21 -.69 .55 
-.08 .17 .34 
.43 -.07 .19 
.29 .28 .23 
.06 .09 .19 
-.09 .02 .41 
-.04 -.12 .33 
.08 .07 .72 
aSee Appendix A for co~plete wording of each item. *Indicates 
items satisfying selection criteria and retained for use in 
final scales (see Table 6). 
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